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TOWN OFFICERS 
Selectmen, Assessors, Overseers of the Poor:       Paul Rooney, Chair-Term Exp. 2013
Denise Lindahl – Term Exp. 2014
Drexell White – Term Exp. 2015
Town Administrator:  Barbara O’Leary
Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Treasurer:                      Jeanine Tucker
Deputy Clerk:                                                 Robin Coombs
Finance Director Vicki Eugley
Fire Warden, Fire Chief: Mike Alley
Emergency Management:                                             Pete Simpson
Road Commissioner:                                                    Amon Morse, III, Term Exp. 2013
Code Enforcement Officer, Plumbing Inspector:               John Larson
Toupie Rooney, Deputy
Harbor Committee: Lora Mills, Harbor Master.
Jeff Schleicher, Chair 
Norb Nathanson
Gordon Fuller 
Peter Kenyon                                           
Steven Fein
Planning Board:                                                                    James Nealey, Chair
Alismarie Parsloe
Rick Pierson
Jane Strauss
Dee Reid
Alternate:  John Burgess
Zoning Board of Appeals:                         John Dykstra, Chair  
Pete Bixler
Brent McLeod
Joel Karp
Julian Cannell
Alternates: Bruce Morehouse
David Foley
School Board                                                                       Debra Riley, Term Exp. 2015
Gerald Reid, Term Exp. 2013
TOWN  OF  NORTHPORT
OFFICE  HOURS
Monday Closed
Tuesday 8:00-4:00
Wednesday 2:00-7:00
Thursday 8:00-4:00
Friday 8:00-4:00
Saturday 9:00-Noon
Telephone: 338-3819 Fax: 338-3596
Town Website: www.northportmaine.org
E-mail: townclerk@northportmaine.org
• Selectboard meets the 1st and 3rd Monday of the month at 6:00pm at the Town 
Office; time and date is subject to change with notice in the newspaper.  The public 
is welcome.
• The Annual Town Meeting is held the 1st Monday in June.
• Nomination Papers are needed for the offices of Selectman, Road Commissioner 
and School Board Director.  These are available at the Town Office in early March.
• The election for the above Officers is held at the Town Hall on the Saturday before 
the Town Meeting.
Transfer Station Hours:
Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday 8:00-4:00p.m.
Northport Vol. Fire Dept & First Responders
For Emergency Dial 911 -- For meetings 338-6200
Burn permits are available at the Town Office, Bayside Store, Wentworth Family 
Grocery and from the Fire Chief.
Cover photo courtesy of Jim Nealey. 
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8 Town of Northport, Maine
Annual Report to the Town of Northport
A Message from Senator Michael Thibodeau
Dear Friends and Neighbors:
It is an honor to represent you in the Maine State Senate for a second term, and I am grateful for the trust you have 
placed in me to work for the betterment of this community and Waldo County.
Looking back at the results of the past two-year session, I am proud of the work we accomplished in an extremely 
difficult fiscal climate. We increased state funding to local schools, brought solvency to the retiree pension system, 
created more transparency and accountability at state agencies, and paid back our local hospitals millions of dollars. 
We worked hard to deliver the changes we promised, and we succeeded. In the coming year I hope we will resist any 
efforts to roll back the steps taken during the 125th Legislature to set Maine on better financial footing and toward a
brighter future.
Lawmakers have had a great deal of work on their plates since session kicked into full swing in January. The most 
daunting task has been addressing a $120 million shortfall within the Department of Health and Human Services and its 
MaineCare program. We must also address a $35 million revenue shortfall in the budget that ends June 30 and a 
projected $880 million gap in the next two-year budget.
Maine continues to be hampered by high energy costs and increasing health care costs. It is a priority of mine to find a 
way to lower energy costs to help preserve the jobs we have in our state and encourage new job growth. Young people 
are leaving Maine to find opportunity elsewhere at an alarming rate. We must work in Augusta to pass legislation that 
will help grow our economy so that our youth can find opportunities here at home to work and live. Until we address
these issues, Maine will continue to lag behind other states.
This session I have been given the honor of serving as the Senate Republican Leader having been elected to this post by 
my Republican colleagues.  This position brings new responsibilities which include helping to steer the direction of the 
Maine Senate and better position the state for economic success.
Again, thank you for entrusting me to represent you in Augusta.  Please feel free to contact me if you ever need my 
help in navigating the state bureaucracy.  I would be happy to help in any way that I can.  I can be reached in Augusta 
at 287-1505.
Sincerely,
Michael Thibodeau
Maine State Senator
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ADMINISTRATOR’S REPORT 
 
With the uncertainty of the State budget looming over all municipalities, it has been a difficult process 
putting together Northport’s budget for the coming year.  With or without the loss of various revenues 
from the State, the Selectmen have strived to put together a budget with the least amount of impact on 
our residents.  Loss of State revenues to education has also made the budget a challenge.   The school 
budget will not be voted on until June 11, 2013, after our Town Meeting.  We approached the budget 
process with the uncertainty of receiving revenues from the State.   We hoped for the best and prepared 
for the worst.  The municipal portion of our budget, which we have control over, reflects a decrease 
from last year.   This was accomplished after a thorough, careful review of each account.  The Town’s 
road maintenance plan has been a big help in prioritizing which projects will be done during the year.  
We will take on some road projects this year, but not as many as hoped for due to budget constraints.    
Based on road maintenance guidelines of SW Cole Engineering Inc., Northport rates an 86 out of 100 
points and continues to make improvements.  You will also notice a change in the format of warrant 
articles.  The bottom line remains the same, (the total amount to be appropriated) but the presentation 
of the information has changed.  This is a more accurate accounting of revenue received, funds carried 
forward, funds to be raised from taxes and the total amount appropriated.   
The withdrawal process from RSU 20 will go before the voters in June.  Each of the six towns in the 
original MSAD 34 must vote to approve withdrawal in order for this to happen.  This will be 
accomplished by each town having at least 50% of the voters in the last gubernatorial election come out 
to vote and a majority of those votes cast for withdrawal.  The withdrawal agreement is posted on the 
Town’s website and residents are encouraged to familiarize themselves with it before voting on June 11, 
2013. 
A reminder new Transfer Station vehicle decals for the coming year are available at the town office.    
Last year we initiated a NO CASH policy at the Transfer Station, however stickers may be purchased in 
advance at the Town Office and Wentworth’s Family Grocery.    Any resident hiring a contractor to do a 
small project which generates ONE small pickup truck load of debris must notify the Town Office.  The 
contractor will then be given a note to present to the Transfer Station attendants allowing the 
contractor to use the Transfer Station that one time.  Any project generating more than a small pickup 
load of debris will not be allowed to dump at the transfer station.  The property owner or contractor 
must rent a dumpster for larger projects. 
The Town received a Shore and Harbor Grant for design and permitting for shoreline stabilization and 
the replacement of existing floats, which will allow all tide access at Saturday Cove.  Possible dredging is 
also being considered.  An engineer has been hired and more information will follow when a design has 
been submitted. (Check the Town’s website.) 
We have included in this year’s budget funds to install a parking area at the Beech Ridge Cemetery and 
make improvements to the road.  The inventory of all cemeteries is coming along. One section remains 
at the Beech Hill Cemetery and the final inventory will be of the Horse Jockey Lane Cemetery (Eastside 
Cemetery).   With the help of our Code Officer, John Larson, we are putting together a database for each 
cemetery in Northport.  This will list each grave site, note military status if any and link to a map of that 
cemetery.  This has proved to be a long process, but one that will be worth the time spent.   
These are difficult and challenging times and I encourage all residents to be involved in our wonderful 
Town.  Volunteer, join a committee or check on your neighbor.  If you have concerns or questions, give 
us a call.  Our employees are the best; hardworking, thoughtful and here to help you in any way we can.   
“If you think you are too small to make a difference, try sleeping with a mosquito.” 
― Dalai Lama XIV 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Barbara O’Leary 
Town Administrator 
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Northport Volunteer Fire Department 
2012 Annual Report 
 
The Northport Fire Department had 57 calls this year ranging from structure fires 
to 3 EMS assists; 16 hazard; 10 smoke calls; 10 good intent; 6 false alarms and 1 
other.  
The Northport Volunteer Fire Fighters have put in a total of 235 hours of training 
this year. I would like to thank everyone who volunteers their time to assist this 
community by getting out of bed in the middle of the night, or braving the 
weather during a raging snow/rain storm, leaving your families during dinner and 
for responding at all times of the day or night to assist your fellow neighbors 
when needed. Thank you.  
We have two new members this year, Chris Bowles and Katherine Paige.  
Remember fire permits are not required for a camp/cooking fire but it is limited 
to a 2 foot diameter and MUST be contained within. Anything larger requires a 
burn permit which can be obtained from Wentworth Family Grocery; the 
Northport Town Office; Bayside Store and through myself, Mike Alley.  
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
Mike Alley 
Northport Fire Chief 
 
 
Northport Ridge Riders 
 
The Northport Ridge Riders would like to thank all landowners in Northport for 
letting us use your land for snowmobiling and snow shoeing trails in the winter 
months. Without your permissions we would be limited in land use for family 
enjoyment. In the summer months the trails are used for hiking, walking, taking 
photos and just taking the family out to enjoy life in Northport.  
This past year the Snowmobile Club was able to provide a $100.00 gift card to an 
individual at Thanksgiving and another $100.00 gift card to a family at Christmas.  
Thank you for your continued support.  
 
President,           
Bob Lafontaine                                     
Northport First Responders Report for 2012
2012 was an exciting year for the First Responders. We took delivery of a much newer rescue – a
2004 Horton Ambulance built on a Ford F450 4WD chassis with approx. 90,000 miles, at a very 
reasonable price. I would like to thank Ron Morin of Sugarloaf / Rescue Vehicles for his terrific 
customer service and reasonable pricing. I’m sure he could have sold this rescue to another 
service for more money. The rescue cost about $150,000 new and Northport purchased it for 
$14,000 after Ron had it serviced, cleaned, and re-lettered to our needs.  I am very confident of 
this vehicle’s ability to get the First Responders where they need to go for quite a few years. 
We responded to 87 calls in 2012 for a variety of reasons which ranged from motor vehicle 
accidents to assisting patients with medical, trauma, and or mobility problems. The First 
Responders have adapted to being a multi-tool similar to a Leatherman and in the same vein as 
the fire dept. has become more than just a “fire” department. This has been a trend in both fire 
and EMS services for quite a few years.
Training
The First Responders accumulate in excess of 38 credit hours of training in four categories over a 
three year period to maintain an EMT-Basic license. Not all of our members are licensed at the 
EMT-Basic level, but that is the highest level that the Northport First Responders are permitted 
to practice at by Maine EMS. In addition to the required training to maintain licensure, there is 
also required training enforced through the Bureau of Labor Standards that has to be delivered on 
an annual basis.
Ahead
We will maintain our level of response and increase our skills and abilities, but we need some 
assistance from the community (beyond the very much appreciated funding). We can do a lot of 
good, but we are only effective if we have volunteers and I would like to ask that people who 
have the time and willingness to volunteer come forward and join us. The pay is pretty low (we 
are volunteers after all), but the ability to help when things are bad for others is a terrific feeling. 
We meet on the third Monday of each month at the Beech Hill Fire Station at 7pm. 
Thank you, Northport, for your very generous support of the First Responders. We hope that we 
can provide the services that the community needs, earn and maintain the respect of the 
taxpayers through responsible spending, and  provide for the future of the service through 
recruitment.
Thank You,
Henry Lang 
Northport First Responders - Service Chief/Director
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-- - ------------------------------ ------------ --
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER/LOCAL PLUMBING INSPECTOR
ANNUAL REPORT
It is the continuing goal of the Code Enforcement Office to assist applicants
through the permitting process and to answer any questions or address any concerns. 
Please call us at 338-3819 or email at northportceo@gmail.com.
In this continuing economic downturn, 37 building permits were issued in 2012.
The breakdown is as follows:
6 permits were issued for new dwelling units
5 stick built
1 mobile home
6 accessory structures
6 garages
3 additions to existing structures
6 decks
10 other (demolition, farm stand, etc.)
1 permit required Planning Board approval
2 permits were in the shoreland zone
4 permits were issued in the Northport Village Corporation
In 2012,20 plumbing permits were issued. The breakdown is as follows:
4 permits were issued for new subsurface wastewater disposal systems
2 replacement systems
1 primitive system
1 field only
9 internal plumbing permits
Respectfully submitted,
John Larson 
Toupie Rooney 
Code Enforcement Officer
Local Plumbing Inspector
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REGIONAL SCHOOL UNIT #20
Belfast • Belmont • Frankfort • Morrill • Northport 
Searsmont • Searsport • Stockton Springs • Swanville
Office of the Superintendent
PO Box 363
Belfast, Maine 04915
Telephone:  207/338-1960 Fax:  207/338-4597
Citizens of RSU #20,
Challenging economic times continue for everyone, yet, despite all this, RSU #20 looks for opportunities to improve 
the educational opportunities for all students.  RSU #20 accomplishes this through implementing changes that meet 
students’ varied learning styles, challenging students at all levels and providing educational opportunities so that 
students will be prepared for their future endeavors.  All schools in the RSU are moving forward with new and exciting 
educational changes.  Elementary schools are using Common Core Standards with new curriculum in Mathematics and 
are introducing Singapore Math as a supplement to the Every Day Math Program.  We have implemented Common 
Core Standards in English/Language Arts and Mathematics, revised our K-5 Social Studies curriculum and are in the 
early stages of aligning the Science curriculum to the next generation Science Standards which are soon to be released.  
In grades six through nine, our students are engaged in an inquiry based Science curriculum, in collaboration with the 
University of Maine Physical Science Partnership; a project that has been recognized by the National Science 
Foundation.  Belfast Area High School is working with Great Schools Partnership to develop a Proficiency Based 
diploma. Searsport District High School is moving towards a more Student Centered education experience and will 
implement Expeditionary Learning in 2013-2014.  Additionally, “Early College” opportunities are being made 
available for high school students.  These are only a few of numerous educational changes that are occurring in RSU 
#20.
Today, as in the past, RSU #20 continues to face financial challenges. The financial challenges are caused by many 
variables such as a slow recovering economy resulting in a lack of incoming State revenues, which leads to reduction 
in school funding.  RSU #20 is committed to dealing with the revenue reduction and financial issues in a way that least 
impacts the education of students.  Students’ education must be the main focus and consideration in any and all 
financial decisions.  With this said, educational changes will be necessary.  These changes could include the reduction 
of services, elimination or reduction in offerings, larger class sizes, and increased taxes.
Financial decisions yet to be made will impact education in RSU #20 directly or indirectly.  In the recent education 
curtailment RSU #20 subsidy was decreased over $207,000.  This is not the final educational reduction or cost to RSU 
#20.  The Governor’s budget proposal to completely eliminate the distribution to municipal revenue sharing indirectly 
impacts education.  The proposed K-12 Education funding is less than “flat funding”, as it requires the school system 
to fund 50% of the annual “normal cost” of teachers’ retirement premium.  Additionally, there are changes in the 
Essential Programs and Services formula that would reduce school subsidy. These actions and others have significant 
impact on how education will be provided for our students.
I urge taxpayers and citizens of RSU #20 to stay informed on the school budget, what is happening in their 
municipalities, and what is occurring in Augusta.  Set aside some time to speak with your representative on the Board 
of Directors.  RSU #20 Board of Directors, administration, teachers and educational support staff are committed to 
maintaining the highest quality of education for all RSU #20 students
Thank you for your continued educational support for all students in RSU #20.  Working together, it is possible to 
overcome any financial hurdles RSU #20 may encounter.
Sincerely,
 
Brian M. Carpenter 
Brian M. Carpenter
Superintendent of Schools, RSU #20
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                                  Deaths
Name       Age        Death
Barton, Leon W. 88 4/24/2013
Fay, Elizabeth 96 6/20/2012
Frenning, Mary 87 2/5/2013
Krell, Judy 72 5/11/2012
Newman, Miriam  78 8/23/2012
O'Brien, John 67 6/28/2012
Rogers, Donald * 64 5/13/2012
Stanley, Lawrence * 65 2/16/2013
Tucker, Raymond Sr * 66 9/28/2012
Welt, Donald * 91 5/17/2012
Woodbury, Rhoda  92 11/12/2012
* Denotes Veteran
TOWN OF NORTHPORT
FINANCE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
ON MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTS
Fiscal year 2012 - 2013
As of March 31, 2013
Bangor Savings Bank - General Fund
Opening Balance $206,076.96
Property Tax
2008 $865.74
2009 $7,563.66
2010 $48,671.43
2011 $119,540.37
2012 $3,500,588.04
2012 Prepaid Taxes $125.66
2013 Prepaid Taxes $627.11
Taxes Due to NVC $1,000.24
Interest
Taxes $15,118.32
Bangor Savings Bank $159.72
State Funds
Local Road Assistance $31,608.00
Municipal Revenue Sharing $53,514.13
Tree Growth $1,223.41
Veterans $1,035.00
Homestead Exemption $17,437.00
BETE $49.00
Snowmobile Reimbursement $139.02
General Assistance $1,130.90
Harbor Grant $7,500.00
Excise Taxes
Boat $799.40
Motor Vehicle $157,971.61
Licenses
Dog-Town $1,264.00
Dog-State $1,361.00
Hunting & Fishing $2,095.50
Vital Records $877.00
Permits
Building $2,046.88
Moorings $200.00
Planning Board $200.00
Plumbing - State $812.50
Plumbing - Town $2,242.50
Special Amusement Permits $25.00
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Registrations
ATV $561.00
Motor Vehicle $62,866.32
Boat $1,086.00
Snowmobile $1,080.00
Sales Tax (Boat, ATV, Snowmobile) $2,118.50
Nature Conservancy $325.00
Transfer Station
Bag Stickers $29,984.51
Debris $6,885.50
Recycling $1,698.32
Agent Fees $4,907.50
Cemeteries $287.81
Cemetery Lots Sold $1,300.00
Cemetery Perpetual Care $1,300.00
E911 Signs $12.00
First Responders - MMA Safety Grant $2,000.00
Insurance Reimbursement - Allen Agency $6,000.00
Insurance - Workers Compensation Dividend $574.00
Legal Reimbursement $2,350.00
Miscellaneous Income $683.66
Northport Village Corporation - Reimbursement $5,652.44
Office Operations - Copies $103.80
Office Operations - Reimbursements $1,608.90
Tax Costs $4,956.48
Roads & Bridges - NVC Catch Basins $2,281.25
Roads & Bridges - Culvert Reimbursement $559.00
Warm Neighbors Fund - Donations $3,000.00
Wyman Needy Fund $200.00
Wyman Park Maintenance Fund $400.00
$4,122,574.13
WARRANTS -$3,596,368.56
BANK CHECK & SERVICE CHARGES -$798.33
TRANSFERS TO/FROM MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK -$50,000.00
ENDING BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013 $681,484.20
ACCOUNTS AT MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK
Machias Savings Bank - Savings Account
Balance as of June 30, 2012 $251,807.71
Interest $861.06
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $252,668.77
Machias Savings Bank - ICS & Money Market
Balance as of June 30, 2012 $1,005,437.37
Interest $3,117.58
Transfer from Savings Account $50,000.00
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $1,058,554.95
SPECIAL RESERVE AND TRUST ACCOUNTS
AT BANGOR SAVINGS BANK
Cemetery Accounts (As of June 30, 2012) $7,693.31
Interest $6.84
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $7,700.15
Christmas is for Caring (As of June 30, 2012) $2,552.53
Interest $2.27
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $2,554.80
Fire Truck Replacement Fund (As of June 30, 2012) $113,356.24
Interest $158.03
Appropriation $20,000.00
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $133,514.27
Fire Watch Fund (As of June 30, 2012) $798.69
Interest $0.79
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $799.48
Marine Reserve Fund (As of June 30, 2012) $31,290.72
Transfer per Town Meeting $20,000.00
Interest $44.19
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $51,334.91
Sand/Salt Shed Fund (As of June 30, 2012) $2,714.02
Interest $2.66
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $2,716.68
Town Wharf Fund (As of June 30, 2012) $2,427.26
Interest $2.38
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $2,429.64
Wyman Needy Fund (As of June 30, 2012) $5,684.10
Interest $5.58
To General Fund -$200.00
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $5,489.68
Wyman Park Fund (As of June 30, 2012) $4,071.00
Interest $3.99
To General Fund -$400.00
Bank Balance as of March 31, 2013 $3,674.99
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Town of Northport
Unpaid Taxes
As of March 31, 2013
2009 UNPAID TAXES
Tax Commitment $17,265.38
2005 UNPAID TAXES     Payments Received $7,563.66
Opening Balance $125.28 Balance due: $9,701.72
Balance due: $125.28
Outstanding:
Outstanding: Bailey, Peter 468.65
Trefry, Paul $125.28 Estate of Paul Trefry 193.86
Gray, Harold & Julie 4,575.46
Nealey, Roger 1,427.20
Paige, William 2,803.97
2006 UNPAID TAXES Warner, Donald & Tara 97.95
Openning Balance: $130.68 Warner, Donald & Tara 134.63
Balance due: $130.68 $9,701.72
Outstanding: 2010 UNPAID TAXES
Trefry, Paul $130.68
Tax Commitment $73,357.47
    Payments Received $48,671.43
    Tax Abatements $1,337.06
2007 UNPAID TAXES Balance Due $23,348.98
Opening Balance $133.92
Balance due: $133.92
Bailey, Peter $801.96
Outstanding: Berry-Moore, Emily S. $530.82
Trefry, Paul $133.92 Blackburn, Patricia E. $4.92
Bonin, Roxann M $821.64
* Boyle, Stephen $503.12
Edwards, Vernita J. $511.68
Estate Of Trefry, Paul $132.84
2008 UNPAID TAXES Gray, Harold R. Jr. & Julie M. $3,135.27
Tax Commitment $1,886.70 Hackett, Charles $392.37
    Payments Received $865.74 * Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl $2,182.02
Balance due: $1,020.96 * Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl P. $1,536.27
* Ladd, Lisa M $404.45
Outstanding: Light, Lloyd & Janette $233.70
Gray, Harold & Julie 699.25 * Linscott, Linda $726.63
* Nealey, Roger 80.15 * Nealey, Roger $1,018.44
Trefrey, Paul 142.56 Paige, William $1,952.01
PP Warner, Donald & Tara 99.00 Parnell, Mary Claire $303.81
$1,020.96 * Patterson, Robert $591.93
* Tasheiko, Laura $875.13
Tucker, Raymond $739.23
Warner, Don & Tara $1,956.93
PP Warner, Don & Tara $92.25
Warner, Donald & Tara $3,901.56
$23,348.98
2011 UNPAID TAXES 2011 UNPAID TAXES Cont'd
Tax Commitment $198,718.85 * Nealey, Roger $1,020.90
    Payments Received $119,540.37 Newton, Felicia A. $588.27
Balance Due $79,178.48 Outerbridge, Joshua & $3,212.76
Paige, William $1,954.47
Parnell, Mary Claire $303.81
Alley, Frank $863.46 Patterson, Robert $639.60
Bailey, Peter $804.42 Patterson, Robert E. $1,398.51
Berry-Moore, Emily S. $630.99 Pendergast, Jami $164.82
Bishop, Tracey $429.88 Reid, Phillip $1,476.00
Blackburn, Patricia E. $4.92 Reid, Phillip $527.67
Bonin, Randy $54.12 Richards, Scott & Nadine $1,166.04
Bonin, Roxann M $814.26 Salisbury, David M. $1,530.12
Boyle, Stephen $905.28 Schallek Barry $1,249.68
* Butters, James, Sandra & Andre $2,373.90 Staples, Kathleen M. $57.81
Carnahan, Adam D $1,104.54 Strange,Stephen $243.54
Conover, Lynn G $2,006.13 Tanglewood Timber Company L $2,490.75
Crows Nest Inc. $1,810.56 Tasheiko, Laura $1,457.55
Delaney, Terrance R. $2,159.88 Thibodeau, Paul J $1,357.92
Desmarais, Stephen M. & Linda $7.33 Thurber, G.P. Wells $209.10
Drinkwater, Chris E. $2,509.20 Tucker, Raymond $741.69
Drinkwater, George & Charleen $1,041.81 Warner, Don & Tara $2,034.42
* Dunn, Christopher & Patricia $3,450.18 PP Warner, Don & Tara $92.25
Edwards, Vernita J. $511.68 Warner, Donald & Tara $3,901.56
Estate Of Trefry, Paul $132.84 Willis, Jack & Bonita $985.60
Gardner, Patricia $955.62 $79,178.48
Godholm, Claire $2,266.16
Gray, Harold R. Jr. & Julie M. $3,135.27
Hackett, Charles $392.37
Hackett, Charles $34.74
Hackett, Charles $391.14
Hatch, Robert N. $384.99
Holmes, Mena F. $797.92
Howard, Joshuwa $166.51
Johnson, Rebbeca $51.66
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl $2,184.48
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl D. $3,537.48
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl P. $1,536.27
Knight, Charles P.,Charles L. & $76.26
PP Knight, Charles P. $43.05
Ladd, Lisa M $532.59
Lamb,Thomas R. $713.40
Larue, Scott B. $712.17
Lear, Alan S. $1,012.29
Light, Lloyd & Janette $233.70
Linscott, Linda $768.75
Littlefield, Kevin E. $1,014.75
Mackridge, Michael R. $3,279.18
Mader, Brian $296.43
Magruder, William S. $876.99
Matthews, Victoria L. $86.15
Metcalf, Robert Jr $266.91
Millington, Anne M. $785.97
Moran, Edward J. and Doris T. $950.17
PP Moran, Edward J. and Doris T. $46.12
Moulton, Shirley Prescott $1,228.77
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2012 UNPAID TAXES 2012 UNPAID TAXES Cont'd
* Carr, Jane E. and Alan I. $2,456.25
Tax Commitment $3,802,846.16 Carver Sr., John S. $3,468.10
    Supplemental Taxes $2,084.21 Chan-Lee, Inc. $947.13
    Payments Received $3,500,588.04 PP Chan-Lee, Inc. $60.26
    Prepaid Taxes $3,356.15 Christenson, Clifford & Marcell $3,002.52
    Tax Abatements $3,884.15 Clark, Kimber Lee $870.49
    Reimbursements $589.50 Condon, Frederick $703.47
    Printing Adjustment $0.11 Condon, Frederick $137.55
Balance Due $297,691.64 Conover, Lynn G $2,136.61
Corey, Wayne & Ann $282.96
Corey, Wendell G. II $631.42
* Alan Henry Family Trust 3073.91 Cross Street Realty $3,952.27
Allen, Frederick & Edith $2,449.63 Crows Nest Inc. $1,928.32
Alley, Frank $905.21 * D'Agostino, Gregory B. $1,070.92
Anderson, William A. $277.72 Dame,  Bryan P. $851.92
Anderson, William A. $1,027.04 Dean, Reginald N. Jr. $572.47
Anderson, William Aycock $294.75 Delaney, Terrance R. $2,300.36
* Andrews, Cheryl Lynn $1,015.25 Dene, Jane Elizabeth $4,039.38
Ardon, Julio Cesar Jr. $142.07 Desmarais, Stephen M. & Linda $3,391.59
Arocho, Steven A. $1,066.99 Drinkwater, Chris E. $2,657.99
* B. Lyndsey Lyons $461.77 Drinkwater, Gary, Kim, Chris, Ja  $533.86
Bailey, Drexel $58.95 Drinkwater, George & Charleen $1,085.99
Bailey, Peter $842.33 * Driscoll, John T. Jr. $2,427.43
Ballyhac Properties, Llc $1,545.97 Dudley, Joseph $807.61
PP Ballyhac Properties, Llc $55.67 Dunn, Christopher & Patricia $5,509.86
* Barton, Leon C. & Mary $152.19 * Dunne, Robert E. $3,350.70
PP Bassano, Linda $13.10 Eager, Eliza P. Trustee $615.70
Benner,  Henry & Pamela $935.34 Eager, Eliza P. Trustee $773.55
Berry-Moore, Emily S. $672.03 Edwards, Vernita J. $520.07
Bishop, Tracey $903.90 Elder, Rebecca Noyes $182.46
Blackburn, Patricia E. $5.24 * Elder, Robert $335.75
Bonin Sr., Thomas & Pauline $1,890.33 Estate Of Trefry, Paul $141.48
Bonin Sr., Thomas & Pauline $576.40 * Facey, Jacqueline & James $5.77
Bonin, Randy $57.64 Felten, David & Kathleen $155.23
Bonin, Roxann M $859.36 Fischer, Sharon $2,940.95
* Borzoni, Kenneth $1,135.77 * Fitzgerald, Susan $1,740.33
* Boulier, Brenda Wood $9.37 Flagg, Andrew & Francis $161.13
Bowden, Dana Floyd $1,193.41 Flagg, Eugene B. Jr. $667.44
Bowden, Steve & Edna M. $1,492.09 Flannery, Kyle $51.09
* Bowser, Shannon $436.04 * Foley, David M. & $987.08
Boyle, Stephen $964.16 Frenning, Mary $1,467.72
Bravo, Kevin A. & Cynthia D. $2,506.68 Frenning, Mary $445.40
* Briane, Martha E. $377.28 Fulton, Andrew, IV $4,329.55
* Brigham, Craid $298.68 Galvin, Timothy $1,235.33
Brockway, Richard & Margaret $1,218.95 Gardner, Patricia $1,244.50
Brower, Howard $35.37 Godholm, Claire $2,841.39
Brower, Howard $457.19 Gray, Daniel H. & Kellee E. $199.12
Brower, Howard $421.82 Gray, Harold R. Jr. & Julie M. $3,339.19
Brower, Howard $366.80 Hackett, Charles $417.89
Brower, Howard $353.17 Hackett, Charles $2,154.95
Burbank, Harold $3,027.41 Hackett, Charles $416.58
Butters, James, Sandra & Andre $2,528.30 Hanson, Kristin H. $224.66
Caldwell, Kate and Bondi, Dona $1,313.93 Hashey, Charles T. $312.98
PP Caldwell, Kate and Bondi, Dona $24.89 Hashey, Charles T. $1,407.13
Caldwell, Kathleen & $1,051.93 Hatch, Robert N. $395.62
Carnahan, Adam D $923.55 Hayward, Wilber J. and Rachae  $1,072.23
2012 UNPAID TAXES Cont'd 2012 UNPAID TAXES Cont'd
Hellerich, Liane $2,441.84 Mills, Scott A. $203.05
Henderson, Horace $3,048.88 Mooney, Dan $47.16
Hoikala, Karen A. $2,392.06 Moran, Edward J. and Doris T. $2,009.54
* Holmes, Carol $1,219.61 PP Moran, Edward J. and Doris T. $98.25
Holmes, Mena F. $3,033.96 Morse, Amon III $1,750.16
Howard, Joshuwa $417.89 Mosher, John E. $20.96
Hubert, Ursula $144.75 Moulton, Shirley Prescott $1,308.69
* J.R. Stager, Trustee $8.76 Munroe, Scott F. $873.77
Jackson, Stephen $358.94 * Nason, John et al $2,892.48
Johnson, Laurie $48.47 Nassau Tower Holdings $865.25
Kilgore, Gregory $571.16 Newman, Miriam & Dudley, Jos $1,536.63
Kilgore, Gregory $442.78 Newman, Miriam & Dudley, Jos $1,511.74
* Kirklian, Wendy $970.05 Newton, Felicia A. $1,248.43
Kirklian, Wendy $10.10 PP Northport Diner $64.19
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl $2,312.15 Niewig Revocable Living Trust $927.41
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl D. $3,767.56 O'Hagan, Stephen E. $157.20
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl D. $62.88 Olsen, Robert W. $820.06
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl P. $1,636.19 ONeill, John T & Lori J $1,899.13
Knight, Charles P.,Charles L. & $81.22 Organ, Donald V. $2,794.23
PP Knight, Charles P. $45.85 Osterberg, Carolyn $626.83
Ladd, Lisa M $552.82 Outerbridge, Joshua & $3,407.31
Lamar, Terry & Straton, Sally A. $1,446.20 Outerbridge, Oliver $230.56
Landry, Ashley B. & Tamara $917.00 Owen, Judith $2,469.29
Landry, Ashley B. & Tamara $237.11 Paige, William $2,067.18
Landry, Ashley B. & Tamara $237.11 Paige, William E $205.67
Landry, Ashley B. & Tamara $159.82 Palmer, Merleen & Gary $504.68
Larue, Scott B. $744.08 Parker, James M. & Jennifer M. $305.88
Lear, Alan S. $1,078.13 * Parker, James M. & Jennifer M. $1,170.51
* Leonard, William F., Jr. $222.04 Parnell, Mary Claire $323.57
Lewis, John & Cindy $224.01 Patten, Bonnie J. $233.18
Lewis, Sonya $510.90 Patten, Michelle M. $2,196.87
Light, Lloyd & Janette $248.90 Patterson, Robert $681.20
Linscott, Linda $804.34 Patterson, Robert E. $1,475.06
Littlefield, Herman Jr. & Patricia $404.82 Pendergast, Jami $167.68
Littlefield, Kevin E. $1,080.75 Pendleton, Marilyn $296.71
Locke, Barry A. & Nancy I. $1,302.79 Peter B. Sampo, Trustee $1,670.08
Locke, Barry A. & Nancy I. $197.81 * Pettit, Linda C. $122.48
Locke, Barry A. & Nancy I. $154.58 * Phelan, Michael & Karen $911.76
Lojek, John D. $2,924.62 Pieree, Sherrie $174.23
* Lopez, Mrs. Kenneth $6.28 Potvin, William $51.09
Lord, Elwin H., Sr. $1,307.38 Prescott, Lori $364.62
Lovell, Robert & Marcia A. $3,687.85 Rackliffe, Peter $1,165.90
Mackridge, Michael R. $3,492.46 Rackliffe, Peter $8,488.80
MacLeod, Brent $1,405.63 Rackliffe, Peter J. $2,709.08
MacPherson, Laurie $525.31 Ramsey, Tina E. Heirs $550.20
Mader, Brian $315.71 Rand, Carl J. & Shirley T. $2,039.41
Magruder, Mildred S. $137.55 Rapoza, Michael $522.67
Magruder, William S. $1,006.08 Rebecca W. Dinan Living Trust $1,547.63
* Malo, Marshall $1,032.28 Reid, Phillip $1,557.59
Martin, James $1,444.27 Reid, Phillip $555.44
Martin, James L. $2,917.37 Reynolds, Rose $2,233.02
Matthews, Victoria L. $1,532.70 * Rich, Robert & Jean T. $429.86
* McCloskey, Jay P. $989.05 Richards, Scott & Nadine $1,227.47
* Melacasa, Robert & Genevieve $1,450.18 Ripley, Loring & Jean $852.81
Metcalf, Robert Jr $568.54 * Rogers, Cynthia A. $334.05
Millington, Anne M. $813.51 Rohweder, Judith $1,342.09
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* Carr, Jane E. and Alan I. $2,456.25
Tax Commitment $3,802,846.16 Carver Sr., John S. $3,468.10
    Supplemental Taxes $2,084.21 Chan-Lee, Inc. $947.13
    Payments Received $3,500,588.04 PP Chan-Lee, Inc. $60.26
    Prepaid Taxes $3,356.15 Christenson, Clifford & Marcell $3,002.52
    Tax Abatements $3,884.15 Clark, Kimber Lee $870.49
    Reimbursements $589.50 Condon, Frederick $703.47
    Printing Adjustment $0.11 Condon, Frederick $137.55
Balance Due $297,691.64 Conover, Lynn G $2,136.61
Corey, Wayne & Ann $282.96
Corey, Wendell G. II $631.42
* Alan Henry Family Trust 3073.91 Cross Street Realty $3,952.27
Allen, Frederick & Edith $2,449.63 Crows Nest Inc. $1,928.32
Alley, Frank $905.21 * D'Agostino, Gregory B. $1,070.92
Anderson, William A. $277.72 Dame,  Bryan P. $851.92
Anderson, William A. $1,027.04 Dean, Reginald N. Jr. $572.47
Anderson, William Aycock $294.75 Delaney, Terrance R. $2,300.36
* Andrews, Cheryl Lynn $1,015.25 Dene, Jane Elizabeth $4,039.38
Ardon, Julio Cesar Jr. $142.07 Desmarais, Stephen M. & Linda $3,391.59
Arocho, Steven A. $1,066.99 Drinkwater, Chris E. $2,657.99
* B. Lyndsey Lyons $461.77 Drinkwater, Gary, Kim, Chris, Ja  $533.86
Bailey, Drexel $58.95 Drinkwater, George & Charleen $1,085.99
Bailey, Peter $842.33 * Driscoll, John T. Jr. $2,427.43
Ballyhac Properties, Llc $1,545.97 Dudley, Joseph $807.61
PP Ballyhac Properties, Llc $55.67 Dunn, Christopher & Patricia $5,509.86
* Barton, Leon C. & Mary $152.19 * Dunne, Robert E. $3,350.70
PP Bassano, Linda $13.10 Eager, Eliza P. Trustee $615.70
Benner,  Henry & Pamela $935.34 Eager, Eliza P. Trustee $773.55
Berry-Moore, Emily S. $672.03 Edwards, Vernita J. $520.07
Bishop, Tracey $903.90 Elder, Rebecca Noyes $182.46
Blackburn, Patricia E. $5.24 * Elder, Robert $335.75
Bonin Sr., Thomas & Pauline $1,890.33 Estate Of Trefry, Paul $141.48
Bonin Sr., Thomas & Pauline $576.40 * Facey, Jacqueline & James $5.77
Bonin, Randy $57.64 Felten, David & Kathleen $155.23
Bonin, Roxann M $859.36 Fischer, Sharon $2,940.95
* Borzoni, Kenneth $1,135.77 * Fitzgerald, Susan $1,740.33
* Boulier, Brenda Wood $9.37 Flagg, Andrew & Francis $161.13
Bowden, Dana Floyd $1,193.41 Flagg, Eugene B. Jr. $667.44
Bowden, Steve & Edna M. $1,492.09 Flannery, Kyle $51.09
* Bowser, Shannon $436.04 * Foley, David M. & $987.08
Boyle, Stephen $964.16 Frenning, Mary $1,467.72
Bravo, Kevin A. & Cynthia D. $2,506.68 Frenning, Mary $445.40
* Briane, Martha E. $377.28 Fulton, Andrew, IV $4,329.55
* Brigham, Craid $298.68 Galvin, Timothy $1,235.33
Brockway, Richard & Margaret $1,218.95 Gardner, Patricia $1,244.50
Brower, Howard $35.37 Godholm, Claire $2,841.39
Brower, Howard $457.19 Gray, Daniel H. & Kellee E. $199.12
Brower, Howard $421.82 Gray, Harold R. Jr. & Julie M. $3,339.19
Brower, Howard $366.80 Hackett, Charles $417.89
Brower, Howard $353.17 Hackett, Charles $2,154.95
Burbank, Harold $3,027.41 Hackett, Charles $416.58
Butters, James, Sandra & Andre $2,528.30 Hanson, Kristin H. $224.66
Caldwell, Kate and Bondi, Dona $1,313.93 Hashey, Charles T. $312.98
PP Caldwell, Kate and Bondi, Dona $24.89 Hashey, Charles T. $1,407.13
Caldwell, Kathleen & $1,051.93 Hatch, Robert N. $395.62
Carnahan, Adam D $923.55 Hayward, Wilber J. and Rachae  $1,072.23
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Hellerich, Liane $2,441.84 Mills, Scott A. $203.05
Henderson, Horace $3,048.88 Mooney, Dan $47.16
Hoikala, Karen A. $2,392.06 Moran, Edward J. and Doris T. $2,009.54
* Holmes, Carol $1,219.61 PP Moran, Edward J. and Doris T. $98.25
Holmes, Mena F. $3,033.96 Morse, Amon III $1,750.16
Howard, Joshuwa $417.89 Mosher, John E. $20.96
Hubert, Ursula $144.75 Moulton, Shirley Prescott $1,308.69
* J.R. Stager, Trustee $8.76 Munroe, Scott F. $873.77
Jackson, Stephen $358.94 * Nason, John et al $2,892.48
Johnson, Laurie $48.47 Nassau Tower Holdings $865.25
Kilgore, Gregory $571.16 Newman, Miriam & Dudley, Jos $1,536.63
Kilgore, Gregory $442.78 Newman, Miriam & Dudley, Jos $1,511.74
* Kirklian, Wendy $970.05 Newton, Felicia A. $1,248.43
Kirklian, Wendy $10.10 PP Northport Diner $64.19
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl $2,312.15 Niewig Revocable Living Trust $927.41
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl D. $3,767.56 O'Hagan, Stephen E. $157.20
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl D. $62.88 Olsen, Robert W. $820.06
Knight, Charles P. & Cheryl P. $1,636.19 ONeill, John T & Lori J $1,899.13
Knight, Charles P.,Charles L. & $81.22 Organ, Donald V. $2,794.23
PP Knight, Charles P. $45.85 Osterberg, Carolyn $626.83
Ladd, Lisa M $552.82 Outerbridge, Joshua & $3,407.31
Lamar, Terry & Straton, Sally A. $1,446.20 Outerbridge, Oliver $230.56
Landry, Ashley B. & Tamara $917.00 Owen, Judith $2,469.29
Landry, Ashley B. & Tamara $237.11 Paige, William $2,067.18
Landry, Ashley B. & Tamara $237.11 Paige, William E $205.67
Landry, Ashley B. & Tamara $159.82 Palmer, Merleen & Gary $504.68
Larue, Scott B. $744.08 Parker, James M. & Jennifer M. $305.88
Lear, Alan S. $1,078.13 * Parker, James M. & Jennifer M. $1,170.51
* Leonard, William F., Jr. $222.04 Parnell, Mary Claire $323.57
Lewis, John & Cindy $224.01 Patten, Bonnie J. $233.18
Lewis, Sonya $510.90 Patten, Michelle M. $2,196.87
Light, Lloyd & Janette $248.90 Patterson, Robert $681.20
Linscott, Linda $804.34 Patterson, Robert E. $1,475.06
Littlefield, Herman Jr. & Patricia $404.82 Pendergast, Jami $167.68
Littlefield, Kevin E. $1,080.75 Pendleton, Marilyn $296.71
Locke, Barry A. & Nancy I. $1,302.79 Peter B. Sampo, Trustee $1,670.08
Locke, Barry A. & Nancy I. $197.81 * Pettit, Linda C. $122.48
Locke, Barry A. & Nancy I. $154.58 * Phelan, Michael & Karen $911.76
Lojek, John D. $2,924.62 Pieree, Sherrie $174.23
* Lopez, Mrs. Kenneth $6.28 Potvin, William $51.09
Lord, Elwin H., Sr. $1,307.38 Prescott, Lori $364.62
Lovell, Robert & Marcia A. $3,687.85 Rackliffe, Peter $1,165.90
Mackridge, Michael R. $3,492.46 Rackliffe, Peter $8,488.80
MacLeod, Brent $1,405.63 Rackliffe, Peter J. $2,709.08
MacPherson, Laurie $525.31 Ramsey, Tina E. Heirs $550.20
Mader, Brian $315.71 Rand, Carl J. & Shirley T. $2,039.41
Magruder, Mildred S. $137.55 Rapoza, Michael $522.67
Magruder, William S. $1,006.08 Rebecca W. Dinan Living Trust $1,547.63
* Malo, Marshall $1,032.28 Reid, Phillip $1,557.59
Martin, James $1,444.27 Reid, Phillip $555.44
Martin, James L. $2,917.37 Reynolds, Rose $2,233.02
Matthews, Victoria L. $1,532.70 * Rich, Robert & Jean T. $429.86
* McCloskey, Jay P. $989.05 Richards, Scott & Nadine $1,227.47
* Melacasa, Robert & Genevieve $1,450.18 Ripley, Loring & Jean $852.81
Metcalf, Robert Jr $568.54 * Rogers, Cynthia A. $334.05
Millington, Anne M. $813.51 Rohweder, Judith $1,342.09
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Saco Valley Credit Union $759.80
Salisbury, Christopher $396.79
Salisbury, David M. $1,629.64
Schallek Barry $1,330.96
Scholz, Elizabeth $1,540.56
Schwarzman, Robert H. Trust $188.64
Schwarzman, Robert H. Trust $209.60
* Seekins, Richard A. & $196.50
Smith, Daniel C. & Susan D. $301.30
* Smith, Jean $3,385.04
Smith, Robert A. & David B. $1,264.81
Sprague, Clayton A. & Brenda J $742.11
Standard, John E. & Morgan $2,398.05
Standard, John E. & Morgan $184.71
Staples, Kathleen $61.57
Staples, Kathleen M. $2,102.55
Stearns, Karen S. $1,158.04
Strange,Stephen $259.38
Tanglewood Timber Company L $2,652.75
Tasheiko, Laura $1,537.94
Taylor, R.J. Jr. & Leite, Arthur $3.03
Temple Heights Maine LLC $15.72
Temple Heights Maine LLC $535.13
Temple Heights Maine LLC $19.65
Ten High Street, LLC $574.43
Ten Ninety Nine Atlantic LLC $721.15
Thibodeau, Paul J $1,431.83
Thurber, G.P. Wells $222.70
Toennis, James $754.56
Trundy, Maurice  $83.84
Trundy, Maurice J. $4,171.04
Tucker, Raymond $703.21
* Varsell-Stager, Karen, Company $21.47
Vellaro, Michael F. $883.20
Verizon Wireless/Stowe Group $606.53
Waite, Marilyn $3,895.94
Warner, Don & Tara $2,166.74
PP Warner, Don & Tara $98.25
Warner, Donald & Tara $4,155.32
* Weisenbach, Paul & Christy $4.52
Weitz, Steven $879.27
PP Wells Fargo Financial Leasing, $362.87
Wheat, Nancy & Frances Whea  $2,472.62
Wheat, Nancy & Frances Whea  $672.13
* Wilder, Doris A. & Erwin F. $494.52
Willis, Jack & Bonita $1,057.17
Willis, Joanne $47.16
* Willis, Thomas & Audrey $1,016.12
* Wing, Kenneth L. $4.39
Worden, Elizabeth Cox $2,356.69
York, Travis S. $238.08
Zayac, Steven M. $6.47
$297,691.64
* Denotes payment received after March 31, 2013
CERTIFICATE OF ASSESSMENT
To be returned to the Municipal Treasurer
County of Waldo, SS.
We certify that we have assessed a tax on the estate, real and personal, liable to be taxed in the 
Municipality of Northport for the Year A.D. 2012 at 13.10 mills on the dollar on a total taxable
valuation of $290,293,600.00
Assessments
1. County Tax                 $  551,503.28
2. Municipal Appropriation                               $  892,767.26
3. TIF Financing Plan amount                           $             0.00
4. School/Educational amount                                           $2,679,880.86
5. Overlay (not to exceed 5% of Assessment)                           $     55,539.57
6. Total Assessments                                                                 $4,179,690.97
Deductions      
7.   State Municipal Revenue Sharing                $ 102,898.82
8.   Homestead Reimbursement                $ 21,136.72
9.   BETE Reimbursement                $         48.73
10. Other Revenue                $ 252,760.54
11. Total Deductions                                             $ 376,844.81
12. Net assessment for Commitment (line 6 less line 11) 
$3,802,846.16
Lists of all the same we have committed to Jeanine Tucker, Municipal Treasurer of said Municipality, 
or the successor in office, on or before such date, or dates, as provided by legal vote on the Municipality 
and warrants received pursuant to the laws of the State of Maine. (Title 36 MSRA, sec 7120)
Enter under our hands this 24th day of July 2012.
Municipal Assessors
Paul Rooney, Chairman 
Denise Lindahl 
Drexell White
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Vellaro, Michael F. $883.20
Verizon Wireless/Stowe Group $606.53
Waite, Marilyn $3,895.94
Warner, Don & Tara $2,166.74
PP Warner, Don & Tara $98.25
Warner, Donald & Tara $4,155.32
* Weisenbach, Paul & Christy $4.52
Weitz, Steven $879.27
PP Wells Fargo Financial Leasing, $362.87
Wheat, Nancy & Frances Whea  $2,472.62
Wheat, Nancy & Frances Whea  $672.13
* Wilder, Doris A. & Erwin F. $494.52
Willis, Jack & Bonita $1,057.17
Willis, Joanne $47.16
* Willis, Thomas & Audrey $1,016.12
* Wing, Kenneth L. $4.39
Worden, Elizabeth Cox $2,356.69
York, Travis S. $238.08
Zayac, Steven M. $6.47
$297,691.64
* Denotes payment received after March 31, 2013
CERTIFICATE OF ASSESSMENT
To be returned to the Municipal Treasurer
County of Waldo, SS.
We certify that we have assessed a tax on the estate, real and personal, liable to be taxed in the 
Municipality of Northport for the Year A.D. 2012 at 13.10 mills on the dollar on a total taxable
valuation of $290,293,600.00
Assessments
1. County Tax                 $  551,503.28
2. Municipal Appropriation                               $  892,767.26
3. TIF Financing Plan amount                           $             0.00
4. School/Educational amount                                           $2,679,880.86
5. Overlay (not to exceed 5% of Assessment)                           $     55,539.57
6. Total Assessments                                                                 $4,179,690.97
Deductions      
7.   State Municipal Revenue Sharing                $ 102,898.82
8.   Homestead Reimbursement                $ 21,136.72
9.   BETE Reimbursement                $         48.73
10. Other Revenue                $ 252,760.54
11. Total Deductions                                             $ 376,844.81
12. Net assessment for Commitment (line 6 less line 11) 
$3,802,846.16
Lists of all the same we have committed to Jeanine Tucker, Municipal Treasurer of said Municipality, 
or the successor in office, on or before such date, or dates, as provided by legal vote on the Municipality 
and warrants received pursuant to the laws of the State of Maine. (Title 36 MSRA, sec 7120)
Enter under our hands this 24th day of July 2012.
Municipal Assessors
Paul Rooney, Chairman 
Denise Lindahl 
Drexell White
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ASSESSORS REPORT
Fiscal Year July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013
Administration $148,615.88
Ambulance $11,170.50
Animal Control $8,500.00
Assessing $22,400.00
Belfast Free Library $3,500.00
Cemeteries $15,000.00
Code Enforcement Officer $18,500.00
Contingency Fund $10,000.00
Emergency Management $2,000.00
Employee Benefits $22,000.00
First Responders $18,225.00
General Assistance $2,000.00
Insurance $15,000.00
Legal $8,000.00
Northport Village Corporation $25,000.00
Northport Volunteer Fire Department $35,000.00
NVFD - Fire truck replacement $20,000.00
NVFD - Fire Chief Salary $20,800.00
Office Operations $30,500.00
Payroll Taxes $23,500.00
Planning Board $1,000.00
Roads & Bridges $125,000.00
Sand/Salt Shed Loan $34,055.88
Scholarship Fund $5,000.00
Septage Contract $4,000.00
Snow Removal & Sanding $200,000.00
Social Services $7,000.00
Town Hall Operations $22,000.00
Transfer Station $35,000.00
Municipal Total $892,767.26
County Tax $551,503.28
School Tax $2,679,880.86
Overlay $55,539.57
TOTAL: $4,179,690.97
TOWN OF NORTHPORT
ASSESSOR’S NOTICE
2013
In compliance with Title 36, MRSA, Sec 706, as amended, the Assessors of the Municipality of 
Northport hereby give notice to all persons liable to taxation in said municipality, that they will be 
in session at Town Hall in said Municipality, on the 14th day of May, 2013 at 8 AM to 4 PM for 
the purpose of revising lists of the polls and estates taxable in said Municipality.
Resident Owners
All inhabitants of the Municipality of Northport, Maine, and all Administrators, Executors, 
Trustees etc., of all estates taxable in said municipality of such persons are hereby notified to 
MAKE AND BRING INTO THE ASSESSORS TRUE AND PERFECT LISTS OF THEIR 
POLLS AND ALL THEIR ESTATES, REAL AND PERSONAL, not by law exempt from 
taxation, of which they were possessed on the first day of April, 2012 and be prepared to make oath 
to the truth of the same and to answer all proper inquiries in writing as to the nature, situation and 
value of their property liable to be taxed
Estates Distributed
And when estates of persons deceased have been distributed during the past year, or have 
changed hands from any cause, the Executor, Administrator or other persons interested, are hereby 
warned to give notice of such change, and in default of such notice will be held under law to pay 
the tax assessed although such estate has been wholly distributed and paid over.
Persons Doomed
And any person who neglects to comply with this notice is thereby barred of his right to make 
application to the Assessors or the Tax Review Board, for any abatement of his taxes, unless he 
offers such list with his application and satisfies them that he was unable to offer it at the time 
appointed
Assessors of Northport
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appointed
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FINANCE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2013
AS OF MARCH 31, 2013
(See notation at end of report)
CASH - BANGOR SAVINGS BANK CHECKING ACCOUNT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $206,076.96
RECEIPTS: $4,122,414.41
WARRANTS: ($3,596,368.56)
TRANSFER TO/FROM MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK (SAVINGS) ($50,000.00)
INTEREST INCOME: $159.72
BANK SERVICE CHARGES: ($798.33)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $681,484.20
CASH - MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK - SAVINGS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $251,807.71
INTEREST INCOME: $861.06
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $252,668.77
CASH - MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK - ICS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,005,437.37
TRANSFER TO/FROM BANGOR SAVINGS BANK CHECKING: $50,000.00
INTEREST INCOME: $3,117.58
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,058,554.95
CASH - CHANGE - OFFICE:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $200.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $200.00
CASH - PETTY CASH:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $100.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $100.00
2012 TAXES RECEIVABLE:
TAX ASSESSMENT: $3,802,846.16
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES ASSESSED: $2,084.21
TAX BILLING ADJUSTMENT: $0.11
TOTAL: $3,804,930.48
TAX RECEIPTS: ($3,500,588.04)
REIMBURSEMENTS: $589.50
PREPAID TAXES: ($3,356.15)
TAX ABATEMENTS: ($3,884.15)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $297,691.64
2011 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $198,718.85
TAX RECEIPTS: ($119,540.37)
TAX ABATEMENTS: ($480.93)
ABATEMENTS REIMBURSED: $480.93
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $79,178.48
2010 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $73,357.47
TAX RECEIPTS: ($48,671.43)
TAX ABATEMENTS: ($1,337.06)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $23,348.98
2009 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $17,265.38
TAX RECEIPTS: ($7,563.66)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $9,701.72
2008 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,886.70
TAX RECEIPTS: ($865.74)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,020.96
2007 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $133.92
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $133.92
2006 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $130.68
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $130.68
2005 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $125.28
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $125.28
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FINANCE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2013
AS OF MARCH 31, 2013
(See notation at end of report)
CASH - BANGOR SAVINGS BANK CHECKING ACCOUNT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $206,076.96
RECEIPTS: $4,122,414.41
WARRANTS: ($3,596,368.56)
TRANSFER TO/FROM MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK (SAVINGS) ($50,000.00)
INTEREST INCOME: $159.72
BANK SERVICE CHARGES: ($798.33)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $681,484.20
CASH - MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK - SAVINGS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $251,807.71
INTEREST INCOME: $861.06
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $252,668.77
CASH - MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK - ICS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,005,437.37
TRANSFER TO/FROM BANGOR SAVINGS BANK CHECKING: $50,000.00
INTEREST INCOME: $3,117.58
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,058,554.95
CASH - CHANGE - OFFICE:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $200.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $200.00
CASH - PETTY CASH:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $100.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $100.00
2012 TAXES RECEIVABLE:
TAX ASSESSMENT: $3,802,846.16
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES ASSESSED: $2,084.21
TAX BILLING ADJUSTMENT: $0.11
TOTAL: $3,804,930.48
TAX RECEIPTS: ($3,500,588.04)
REIMBURSEMENTS: $589.50
PREPAID TAXES: ($3,356.15)
TAX ABATEMENTS: ($3,884.15)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $297,691.64
2011 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $198,718.85
TAX RECEIPTS: ($119,540.37)
TAX ABATEMENTS: ($480.93)
ABATEMENTS REIMBURSED: $480.93
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $79,178.48
2010 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $73,357.47
TAX RECEIPTS: ($48,671.43)
TAX ABATEMENTS: ($1,337.06)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $23,348.98
2009 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $17,265.38
TAX RECEIPTS: ($7,563.66)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $9,701.72
2008 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,886.70
TAX RECEIPTS: ($865.74)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,020.96
2007 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $133.92
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $133.92
2006 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $130.68
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $130.68
2005 TAX LIENS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $125.28
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $125.28
30 Town of Northport, Maine
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - HOMESTEAD PROP. TAX EXEMPTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD PER AUDIT: $2,457.00
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $2,457.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
TAX ACQUIRED PROPERTY:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $240.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $240.00
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - REGISTRATIONS & LICENSES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $5,649.78
RECEIPTS:  
REGISTRATION & LICENSE FEES COLLECTED $71,168.32
TOTAL: $76,818.10
EXPENDITURES:
STATE OF MAINE $72,953.82
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $72,953.82
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $3,864.28
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - PLUMBING PERMITS - STATE PORTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $157.80
RECEIPTS:
PLUMBING PERMITS ISSUED $812.50
TOTAL: $970.30
EXPENDITURES:
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE $732.50
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $732.50
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $237.80
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - TAXES DUE TO NVC:
RECEIPTS:
NVC TAXES COLLECTED: $1,000.24
EXPENDITURES:
NORTHPORT VILLAGE CORPORATION $986.13
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $986.13
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $14.11
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - ROADS & BRIDGES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD PER AUDIT: $6,398.60
EXPENDITURES:
DAVID E. PETTEE, INC. $6,398.60
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $6,398.60
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - SAND/SALT SHED CONSTRUCTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD PER AUDIT: $32,757.00
EXPENDITURES:
DAVID P. TRASK & SONS $32,757.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $32,757.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
PAYROLL TAXES PAYABLE:
SOCIAL SECURITY, MEDICARE, FEDERAL & STATE WITHHOLDING
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $3,091.88
RECEIPTS:
SOCIAL SECURITY/MEDICARE/   
     FEDERAL/STATE WITHHOLDING ($36,360.18)
GARNISHED WAGES ($1,040.00)
TOTAL RECEIPTS: ($37,400.18)
EXPENDITURES:
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE $28,973.18
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE $6,969.00
DEPT. OF HUMAN SERVICES $1,040.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES:  $36,982.18
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $3,509.88
2013 PREPAID TAXES:
TAX RECEIPTS: $627.11
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $627.11
DEFERRED TAX REVENUE:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $226,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $226,000.00
TAX INTEREST & COSTS:
RECEIPTS: $20,074.80
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $20,074.80
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - HOMESTEAD PROP. TAX EXEMPTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD PER AUDIT: $2,457.00
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $2,457.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
TAX ACQUIRED PROPERTY:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $240.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $240.00
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - REGISTRATIONS & LICENSES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $5,649.78
RECEIPTS:  
REGISTRATION & LICENSE FEES COLLECTED $71,168.32
TOTAL: $76,818.10
EXPENDITURES:
STATE OF MAINE $72,953.82
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $72,953.82
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $3,864.28
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - PLUMBING PERMITS - STATE PORTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $157.80
RECEIPTS:
PLUMBING PERMITS ISSUED $812.50
TOTAL: $970.30
EXPENDITURES:
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE $732.50
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $732.50
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $237.80
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - TAXES DUE TO NVC:
RECEIPTS:
NVC TAXES COLLECTED: $1,000.24
EXPENDITURES:
NORTHPORT VILLAGE CORPORATION $986.13
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $986.13
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $14.11
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - ROADS & BRIDGES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD PER AUDIT: $6,398.60
EXPENDITURES:
DAVID E. PETTEE, INC. $6,398.60
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $6,398.60
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - SAND/SALT SHED CONSTRUCTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD PER AUDIT: $32,757.00
EXPENDITURES:
DAVID P. TRASK & SONS $32,757.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $32,757.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
PAYROLL TAXES PAYABLE:
SOCIAL SECURITY, MEDICARE, FEDERAL & STATE WITHHOLDING
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $3,091.88
RECEIPTS:
SOCIAL SECURITY/MEDICARE/   
     FEDERAL/STATE WITHHOLDING ($36,360.18)
GARNISHED WAGES ($1,040.00)
TOTAL RECEIPTS: ($37,400.18)
EXPENDITURES:
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE $28,973.18
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE $6,969.00
DEPT. OF HUMAN SERVICES $1,040.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES:  $36,982.18
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $3,509.88
2013 PREPAID TAXES:
TAX RECEIPTS: $627.11
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $627.11
DEFERRED TAX REVENUE:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $226,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $226,000.00
TAX INTEREST & COSTS:
RECEIPTS: $20,074.80
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $20,074.80
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INTEREST INCOME:
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK CHECKING ACCOUNT $159.72
MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT $861.06
MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK ICS ACCOUNT $3,117.58
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $4,138.36
CHECKING ACCOUNT SERVICE CHARGES:
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK SERVICE CHARGE $798.33
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $798.33
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES:
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES ASSESSED: $2,084.21
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $2,084.21
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS:
NSF CHECK FEES: $490.00
NVC REIMBURSEMENT $5,652.44
MMA WORKERS COMPENSATION DIVIDEND $574.00
INSURANCE REIMBURSEMENT - ALLEN AGENCY $6,000.00
SPAM FAX SETTLEMENT $156.66
ASSESSORS COPIES $37.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $12,910.10
AUTO EXCISE:
TOTAL RECEIPTS: $157,971.61
REIMBURSED FOR OVERCHARGE $589.75
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $589.75
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO ROADS & BRIDGES: $157,381.86
  
BOAT EXCISE:
RECEIPTS: $799.40
REIMBURSE FOR OVERCHARGE $2.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $2.00
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO NORTHPORT HARBOR FUND: $797.40
BUILDING PERMITS:
RECEIPTS: $2,046.88
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO CEO ACCOUNT  
PER MAY, 2001 TOWN MEETING $2,046.88
PLUMBING PERMITS - TOWN PORTION:
RECEIPTS:
PLUMBING PERMITS ISSUED $2,242.50
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $2,242.50
SPECIAL AMUSEMENT PERMITS:
RECEIPTS: $25.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $25.00
VITAL RECORDS - BIRTH, DEATH, MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES:
RECEIPTS:
CERTIFICATES AND LICENSES ISSUED: $877.00
EXPENDITURES:
STATE OF MAINE $103.60
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $103.60
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $773.40
TOWN AGENT FEES:
RECEIPTS: $4,907.50
REIMBURSEMENT: $2.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $2.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $4,905.50
CEMETERY LOTS SOLD:
RECEIPTS: $1,300.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,300.00
CEMETERY - PERPETUAL CARE:
RECEIPTS: $1,300.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31,2012: $1,300.00
E911 SIGNS:
RECEIPTS: $12.00
EXPENDITURES:
INTERSTATE SIGN $17.75
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $17.75
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: ($5.75)
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INTEREST INCOME:
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK CHECKING ACCOUNT $159.72
MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT $861.06
MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK ICS ACCOUNT $3,117.58
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $4,138.36
CHECKING ACCOUNT SERVICE CHARGES:
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK SERVICE CHARGE $798.33
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $798.33
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES:
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES ASSESSED: $2,084.21
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $2,084.21
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS:
NSF CHECK FEES: $490.00
NVC REIMBURSEMENT $5,652.44
MMA WORKERS COMPENSATION DIVIDEND $574.00
INSURANCE REIMBURSEMENT - ALLEN AGENCY $6,000.00
SPAM FAX SETTLEMENT $156.66
ASSESSORS COPIES $37.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $12,910.10
AUTO EXCISE:
TOTAL RECEIPTS: $157,971.61
REIMBURSED FOR OVERCHARGE $589.75
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $589.75
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO ROADS & BRIDGES: $157,381.86
  
BOAT EXCISE:
RECEIPTS: $799.40
REIMBURSE FOR OVERCHARGE $2.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $2.00
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO NORTHPORT HARBOR FUND: $797.40
BUILDING PERMITS:
RECEIPTS: $2,046.88
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO CEO ACCOUNT  
PER MAY, 2001 TOWN MEETING $2,046.88
PLUMBING PERMITS - TOWN PORTION:
RECEIPTS:
PLUMBING PERMITS ISSUED $2,242.50
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $2,242.50
SPECIAL AMUSEMENT PERMITS:
RECEIPTS: $25.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $25.00
VITAL RECORDS - BIRTH, DEATH, MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES:
RECEIPTS:
CERTIFICATES AND LICENSES ISSUED: $877.00
EXPENDITURES:
STATE OF MAINE $103.60
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $103.60
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $773.40
TOWN AGENT FEES:
RECEIPTS: $4,907.50
REIMBURSEMENT: $2.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $2.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $4,905.50
CEMETERY LOTS SOLD:
RECEIPTS: $1,300.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,300.00
CEMETERY - PERPETUAL CARE:
RECEIPTS: $1,300.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31,2012: $1,300.00
E911 SIGNS:
RECEIPTS: $12.00
EXPENDITURES:
INTERSTATE SIGN $17.75
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $17.75
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: ($5.75)
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TRANSFER STATION RECEIPTS - STICKER SALE:
STICKER RECEIPTS: $29,984.51
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO TRANSFER STATION ACCOUNT: $29,984.51
TRANSFER STATION RECEIPTS - DEBRIS:
DEBRIS RECEIPTS: $6,885.50
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO TRANSFER STATION ACCOUNT: $6,885.50
MOORING PERMITS AND APPLICATIONS:
RECEIPTS: $200.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $200.00
NORTHPORT NEEDY FAMILIES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $630.10
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $630.10
NORTHPORT WARM NEIGHBORS FUND:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $300.00
DONATIONS: $3,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $3,300.00
STATE REVENUES - GENERAL ASSISTANCE:
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $1,130.90
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,130.90
THE ACCOUNT WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO GENERAL ASSISTANCE AT YEAR END.
LOCAL ROAD ASSISITANCE - URIP FUNDS 
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $31,608.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $31,608.00
THIS ACCOUNT WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO ROADS & BRIDGES AT YEAR END.
STATE REVENUES - MISCELLANEOUS:
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE - HARBOR GRANT $7,500.00
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO HARBOR FUND: $7,500.00
MUNICIPAL REVENUE SHARING:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $16,353.48
RECEIPTS:  
STATE OF MAINE $53,514.13
TOTAL:   $69,867.61
USED TO REDUCE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($102,898.82)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: ($33,031.21)
SNOWMOBILE REIMBURSEMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $304.52
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $139.02
TOTAL: $443.54
EXPENDITURES:
NORTHPORT RIDGE RIDERS $304.52
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $304.52
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $139.02
TREE GROWTH REIMBURSEMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,323.54
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $1,223.41
TOTAL: $2,546.95
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 COMMITMENT: ($1,323.54)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,223.41
VETERANS REIMBURSEMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,112.00
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $1,035.00
TOTAL: $2,147.00
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($1,112.00)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,035.00
HOMESTEAD PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $254.14
RECEIPTS:  
STATE OF MAINE $14,980.00
TOTAL: $15,234.14
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($21,136.72)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: ($5,902.58)
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TRANSFER STATION RECEIPTS - STICKER SALE:
STICKER RECEIPTS: $29,984.51
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO TRANSFER STATION ACCOUNT: $29,984.51
TRANSFER STATION RECEIPTS - DEBRIS:
DEBRIS RECEIPTS: $6,885.50
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO TRANSFER STATION ACCOUNT: $6,885.50
MOORING PERMITS AND APPLICATIONS:
RECEIPTS: $200.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $200.00
NORTHPORT NEEDY FAMILIES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $630.10
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $630.10
NORTHPORT WARM NEIGHBORS FUND:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $300.00
DONATIONS: $3,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $3,300.00
STATE REVENUES - GENERAL ASSISTANCE:
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $1,130.90
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,130.90
THE ACCOUNT WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO GENERAL ASSISTANCE AT YEAR END.
LOCAL ROAD ASSISITANCE - URIP FUNDS 
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $31,608.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $31,608.00
THIS ACCOUNT WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO ROADS & BRIDGES AT YEAR END.
STATE REVENUES - MISCELLANEOUS:
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE - HARBOR GRANT $7,500.00
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO HARBOR FUND: $7,500.00
MUNICIPAL REVENUE SHARING:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $16,353.48
RECEIPTS:  
STATE OF MAINE $53,514.13
TOTAL:   $69,867.61
USED TO REDUCE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($102,898.82)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: ($33,031.21)
SNOWMOBILE REIMBURSEMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $304.52
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $139.02
TOTAL: $443.54
EXPENDITURES:
NORTHPORT RIDGE RIDERS $304.52
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $304.52
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $139.02
TREE GROWTH REIMBURSEMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,323.54
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $1,223.41
TOTAL: $2,546.95
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 COMMITMENT: ($1,323.54)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,223.41
VETERANS REIMBURSEMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,112.00
RECEIPTS:
STATE OF MAINE $1,035.00
TOTAL: $2,147.00
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($1,112.00)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $1,035.00
HOMESTEAD PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $254.14
RECEIPTS:  
STATE OF MAINE $14,980.00
TOTAL: $15,234.14
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($21,136.72)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: ($5,902.58)
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BETE EXEMPTION REIMBURSEMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $232.10
RECEIPTS:  
STATE OF MAINE $49.00
TOTAL: $281.10
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($48.73)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $232.37
DEFERRED REVENUE - NATURE CONSERVANCY
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $325.00
RECEIPTS:  
NATURE CONSERVANCY $325.00
TOTAL: $650.00
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($325.00)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $325.00
ADMINISTRATION:
APPROPRIATION: $148,615.88
TOTAL: $148,615.88
EXPENDITURES:
BARBARA O'LEARY $36,923.00
ROBIN COOMBS $20,265.80
VICKI EUGLEY $20,016.79
JEANINE TUCKER $26,829.40
PAUL ROONEY $3,000.00
DENISE LINDAHL $2,625.00
DREXELL WHITE $2,625.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $112,284.99
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $36,330.89
AMBULANCE:
APPROPRIATION: $11,170.50
EXPENDITURES:  
CITY OF BELFAST $11,170.50
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $11,170.50
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
ANIMAL CONTROL:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $5,274.05
RECEIPTS:
DOG LICENSES $1,264.00
APPROPRIATIONS: $8,500.00
TOTAL: $15,038.05
EXPENDITURES:
HEIDI BLOOD - SALARY $2,999.97
HEIDI BLOOD - MILEAGE & SUPPLIES $51.32
HERMAN LITTLEFIELD - SALARY $750.00
HERMAN LITTLEFIELD - MILEAGE $96.02
PAWS ANIMAL SHELTER $2,000.00
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE $50.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES:  $5,947.31
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $9,090.74
ASSESSING:
APPROPRIATION: $22,400.00
EXPENDITURES:
RJD APPRAISAL $16,799.95
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $16,799.95
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $5,600.05
CEMETERIES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $5,240.73
RECEIPTS:
AT&T $281.96
COMCAST $5.85
APPROPRIATION: $15,000.00
TOTAL: $20,528.54
EXPENDITURES:
BARB'S LANDSCAPING $11,227.77
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $11,227.77
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $9,300.77
CEMETERY DEVELOPMENT:
APPROPRIATION: $8,013.50
EXPENDITURES:
BARB'S LANDSCAPING $300.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $300.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $7,713.50
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BETE EXEMPTION REIMBURSEMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $232.10
RECEIPTS:  
STATE OF MAINE $49.00
TOTAL: $281.10
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($48.73)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $232.37
DEFERRED REVENUE - NATURE CONSERVANCY
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $325.00
RECEIPTS:  
NATURE CONSERVANCY $325.00
TOTAL: $650.00
USED TO REDUCE THE 2012 TAX COMMITMENT: ($325.00)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $325.00
ADMINISTRATION:
APPROPRIATION: $148,615.88
TOTAL: $148,615.88
EXPENDITURES:
BARBARA O'LEARY $36,923.00
ROBIN COOMBS $20,265.80
VICKI EUGLEY $20,016.79
JEANINE TUCKER $26,829.40
PAUL ROONEY $3,000.00
DENISE LINDAHL $2,625.00
DREXELL WHITE $2,625.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $112,284.99
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $36,330.89
AMBULANCE:
APPROPRIATION: $11,170.50
EXPENDITURES:  
CITY OF BELFAST $11,170.50
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $11,170.50
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
ANIMAL CONTROL:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $5,274.05
RECEIPTS:
DOG LICENSES $1,264.00
APPROPRIATIONS: $8,500.00
TOTAL: $15,038.05
EXPENDITURES:
HEIDI BLOOD - SALARY $2,999.97
HEIDI BLOOD - MILEAGE & SUPPLIES $51.32
HERMAN LITTLEFIELD - SALARY $750.00
HERMAN LITTLEFIELD - MILEAGE $96.02
PAWS ANIMAL SHELTER $2,000.00
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE $50.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES:  $5,947.31
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $9,090.74
ASSESSING:
APPROPRIATION: $22,400.00
EXPENDITURES:
RJD APPRAISAL $16,799.95
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $16,799.95
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $5,600.05
CEMETERIES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $5,240.73
RECEIPTS:
AT&T $281.96
COMCAST $5.85
APPROPRIATION: $15,000.00
TOTAL: $20,528.54
EXPENDITURES:
BARB'S LANDSCAPING $11,227.77
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $11,227.77
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $9,300.77
CEMETERY DEVELOPMENT:
APPROPRIATION: $8,013.50
EXPENDITURES:
BARB'S LANDSCAPING $300.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $300.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $7,713.50
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICE:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $13,729.32
APPROPRIATION: $18,500.00
TOTAL: $32,229.32
EXPENDITURES:
JOHN LARSON - SALARY $8,991.00
JOHN LARSON - EXPENSES $558.00
TOUPIE ROONEY - SALARY $4,951.12
TOUPIE ROONEY - EXPENSES $56.05
INTERSTATE SEPTIC $390.00
SUPPLIES $31.49
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $14,977.66
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $17,251.66
TO BE TRANSFERRED FROM BUILDING PERMITS ACCOUNT $2,046.88
ADJUSTED BALANCE: $19,298.54
CONTINGENCY FUND:
APPROPRIATIONS: $10,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $10,000.00
WALDO COUNTY TAX:
APPROPRIATION/ASSESSMENT $551,503.28
EXPENDITURES:
WALDO COUNTY TREASURER $551,503.28
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $551,503.28
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
EDUCATION:
APPROPRIATION: $2,679,880.86
EXPENDITURES:
RSU#20 $2,009,910.69
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $2,009,910.69
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $669,970.17
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT:
APPROPRIATION: $2,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
PETER SIMPSON $1,500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $1,500.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $500.00
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS:
APPROPRIATION: $22,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
MAINE MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES HEALTH TRUST $22,462.07
EMPLOYEE PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS: ($7,309.40)
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $15,152.67
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $6,847.33
FIRST RESPONSE MEDICAL TEAM - OPERATING:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $298.18
APPROPRIATION: $13,225.00
MMA SAFETY GRANT: $2,000.00
TOTAL: $15,523.18
EXPENDITURES:
FIRST RESPONDERS SALARIES $1,612.50
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE $160.00
TRAINING $610.00
HANK LANG - SUPPLIES $147.69
BAYSIDE STORE - SUPPLIES $28.30
PATRICIA LITTLEFIELD - SUPPLIES $30.00
MOORE MEDICAL $213.39
WHITTTEN'S 2-WAY RADIO SERVICE $4,780.80
TRUCK MAINTENANCE $322.91
TRUCK FUEL $407.38
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $8,312.97
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $7,210.21
FIRST RESPONSE MEDICAL TEAM - EQUIPMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $18,087.66
APPROPRIATION: $5,000.00
TOTAL: $23,087.66
EXPENDITURES:
GREENWOOD EMERGENCY VEHICLES $825.00
HANK LANG  - SUPPLIES FOR RIG $143.00
NEW ENGLAND TRUCK TIRE CENTER $1,236.66
K&K ENTERPRISES $1,417.30
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $3,621.96
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $19,465.70
GENERAL ASSISTANCE:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD $9,580.87
APPROPRIATION $2,000.00
TOTAL: $11,580.87
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BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $13,729.32
APPROPRIATION: $18,500.00
TOTAL: $32,229.32
EXPENDITURES:
JOHN LARSON - SALARY $8,991.00
JOHN LARSON - EXPENSES $558.00
TOUPIE ROONEY - SALARY $4,951.12
TOUPIE ROONEY - EXPENSES $56.05
INTERSTATE SEPTIC $390.00
SUPPLIES $31.49
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $14,977.66
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $17,251.66
TO BE TRANSFERRED FROM BUILDING PERMITS ACCOUNT $2,046.88
ADJUSTED BALANCE: $19,298.54
CONTINGENCY FUND:
APPROPRIATIONS: $10,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $10,000.00
WALDO COUNTY TAX:
APPROPRIATION/ASSESSMENT $551,503.28
EXPENDITURES:
WALDO COUNTY TREASURER $551,503.28
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $551,503.28
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
EDUCATION:
APPROPRIATION: $2,679,880.86
EXPENDITURES:
RSU#20 $2,009,910.69
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $2,009,910.69
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $669,970.17
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT:
APPROPRIATION: $2,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
PETER SIMPSON $1,500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $1,500.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $500.00
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS:
APPROPRIATION: $22,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
MAINE MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES HEALTH TRUST $22,462.07
EMPLOYEE PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS: ($7,309.40)
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $15,152.67
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $6,847.33
FIRST RESPONSE MEDICAL TEAM - OPERATING:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $298.18
APPROPRIATION: $13,225.00
MMA SAFETY GRANT: $2,000.00
TOTAL: $15,523.18
EXPENDITURES:
FIRST RESPONDERS SALARIES $1,612.50
TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE $160.00
TRAINING $610.00
HANK LANG - SUPPLIES $147.69
BAYSIDE STORE - SUPPLIES $28.30
PATRICIA LITTLEFIELD - SUPPLIES $30.00
MOORE MEDICAL $213.39
WHITTTEN'S 2-WAY RADIO SERVICE $4,780.80
TRUCK MAINTENANCE $322.91
TRUCK FUEL $407.38
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $8,312.97
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $7,210.21
FIRST RESPONSE MEDICAL TEAM - EQUIPMENT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $18,087.66
APPROPRIATION: $5,000.00
TOTAL: $23,087.66
EXPENDITURES:
GREENWOOD EMERGENCY VEHICLES $825.00
HANK LANG  - SUPPLIES FOR RIG $143.00
NEW ENGLAND TRUCK TIRE CENTER $1,236.66
K&K ENTERPRISES $1,417.30
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $3,621.96
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $19,465.70
GENERAL ASSISTANCE:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD $9,580.87
APPROPRIATION $2,000.00
TOTAL: $11,580.87
40 Town of Northport, Maine
EXPENDITURES:
CASES SERVED $3,572.08
CASES SERVED $197.86
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $3,769.94
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $7,810.93
TO BE TRANSFERRED FROM STATE REVENUE - GA $1,130.90
ADJUSTED BALANCE: $8,941.83
HARBOR FUND:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $46,674.88
EXPENDITURES:
LORA MILLS - HARBORMASTER $2,250.00
TIM PATTEN $250.00
STATE OF MAINE HARBORMASTERS $250.00
DEAN BROWN CONSTRUCTION $560.00
HAMILTON MARINE $9.50
MARINE RESERVE ACCOUNT $20,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $23,319.50
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $23,355.38
BOAT EXCISE RECEIPTS TO BE TRANSFERRED: $797.40
TO BE TRANSFERRED FROM HARBOR GRANT: $7,500.00
ADJUSTED BALANCE: $31,652.78
INSURANCE:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD $12,225.28
APPROPRIATION: $15,000.00
TOTAL: $27,225.28
EXPENDITURES:
MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSN - GENERAL $15,548.00
MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSN - WORKERS COMP. $2,834.70
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $18,382.70
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $8,842.58
LEGAL ACCOUNT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $7,283.63
APPROPRIATION: $8,000.00
REIMBURSEMENT: $2,350.00
TOTAL: $17,633.63
EXPENDITURES:
KELLY & COLLINS, LLC $10,810.35
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $10,810.35
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $6,823.28
NORTHPORT VILLAGE CORPORATION:
APPROPRIATION: $25,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
NORTHPORT VILLAGE CORPORATION $25,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $25,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
NORTHPORT VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPT.:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $5,158.12
APPROPRIATION: $35,000.00
TOTAL: $40,158.12
EXPENDITURES:
FIREMEN'S SALARIES $2,175.00
UTILITIES $1,274.30
HEAT $3,325.37
EQUIPMENT $2,138.31
BUILDING MAINTENANCE $1,188.17
TRUCK MAINTENANCE $5,777.87
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE $982.34
TRUCK FUEL $829.30
TRAINING $459.81
SUPPLIES $258.60
COASTAL MEDICAL $37.00
WHITTEN'S 2 WAY RADIO SERVICE $6,789.35
MISC. $301.36
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $25,536.78
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $14,621.34
NORTHPORT VOL. FIRE DEPT. - FIRE TRUCK REPLACEMENT:
APPROPRIATION: $20,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
FIRE TRUCK REPLACEMENT FUND: $20,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $20,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
NORTHPORT VOL. FIRE DEPT. - CHIEF'S SALARY:
APPROPRIATION: $20,800.00
EXPENDITURES:
MICHAEL ALLEY $8,325.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $8,325.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $12,475.00
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EXPENDITURES:
CASES SERVED $3,572.08
CASES SERVED $197.86
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $3,769.94
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $7,810.93
TO BE TRANSFERRED FROM STATE REVENUE - GA $1,130.90
ADJUSTED BALANCE: $8,941.83
HARBOR FUND:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $46,674.88
EXPENDITURES:
LORA MILLS - HARBORMASTER $2,250.00
TIM PATTEN $250.00
STATE OF MAINE HARBORMASTERS $250.00
DEAN BROWN CONSTRUCTION $560.00
HAMILTON MARINE $9.50
MARINE RESERVE ACCOUNT $20,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $23,319.50
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $23,355.38
BOAT EXCISE RECEIPTS TO BE TRANSFERRED: $797.40
TO BE TRANSFERRED FROM HARBOR GRANT: $7,500.00
ADJUSTED BALANCE: $31,652.78
INSURANCE:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD $12,225.28
APPROPRIATION: $15,000.00
TOTAL: $27,225.28
EXPENDITURES:
MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSN - GENERAL $15,548.00
MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSN - WORKERS COMP. $2,834.70
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $18,382.70
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $8,842.58
LEGAL ACCOUNT:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $7,283.63
APPROPRIATION: $8,000.00
REIMBURSEMENT: $2,350.00
TOTAL: $17,633.63
EXPENDITURES:
KELLY & COLLINS, LLC $10,810.35
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $10,810.35
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $6,823.28
NORTHPORT VILLAGE CORPORATION:
APPROPRIATION: $25,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
NORTHPORT VILLAGE CORPORATION $25,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $25,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
NORTHPORT VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPT.:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $5,158.12
APPROPRIATION: $35,000.00
TOTAL: $40,158.12
EXPENDITURES:
FIREMEN'S SALARIES $2,175.00
UTILITIES $1,274.30
HEAT $3,325.37
EQUIPMENT $2,138.31
BUILDING MAINTENANCE $1,188.17
TRUCK MAINTENANCE $5,777.87
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE $982.34
TRUCK FUEL $829.30
TRAINING $459.81
SUPPLIES $258.60
COASTAL MEDICAL $37.00
WHITTEN'S 2 WAY RADIO SERVICE $6,789.35
MISC. $301.36
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $25,536.78
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $14,621.34
NORTHPORT VOL. FIRE DEPT. - FIRE TRUCK REPLACEMENT:
APPROPRIATION: $20,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
FIRE TRUCK REPLACEMENT FUND: $20,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $20,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
NORTHPORT VOL. FIRE DEPT. - CHIEF'S SALARY:
APPROPRIATION: $20,800.00
EXPENDITURES:
MICHAEL ALLEY $8,325.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $8,325.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $12,475.00
42 Town of Northport, Maine
OFFICE OPERATIONS:
RECEIPTS:
COPY SALES $103.80
NVC FOR TAX COLLECTION/EXPENSES $1,386.94
REIMBURSEMENTS $44.50
TAX BILLING POSTAGE REIMBURSEMENT $177.32
APPROPRIATION: $30,500.00
TOTAL: $32,212.56
EXPENDITURES:
FILING FEES - WCRD $3,421.00
MEETINGS, ELECTIONS & NOTICES $1,621.50
POSTAGE $2,434.34
SUPPLIES $3,192.09
PETER SIMPSON $48.50
BOOKS $898.00
COMPUTERS $1,379.89
PURDY, POWERS & COMPANY $7,800.00
WEBSITE $299.97
MMA $2,191.00
DUES $185.00
CLASSES/TRAINING $375.00
TRAVEL $760.78
BALANCE COMMUNICATIONS $270.00
TRIO SOFTWARE CORP. $3,716.43
HYGRADE BUSINESS  GROUP $1,558.50
MCINTIRE BUSINESS PRODUCTS $1,969.79
KINNEY OFFICE - COPIER CONTRACT $1,191.11
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $33,312.90
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: ($1,100.34)
TRANSFER FROM TAX INTEREST & CHARGES: $20,074.80
ADJUSTED BALANCE: $18,974.46
OVERLAY:
APPROPRIATION: $55,539.57
2012 TAX ABATEMENTS $3,884.15
2011 TAX ABATEMENTS $480.93
2010 TAX ABATEMENTS $1,139.20
TOTAL ABATEMENTS: $5,504.28
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $50,035.29
PAYROLL TAXES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,671.60
APPROPRIATION: $23,500.00
TOTAL: $25,171.60
EXPENDITURES:
SOCIAL SECURITY/MEDICARE  
      - TOWN PORTION $13,404.99
DEPT. OF LABOR - UNEMPLOYMENT $1,704.97
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $15,109.96
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $10,061.64
PLANNING BOARD:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,588.35
APPROPRIATION: $1,000.00
RECEIPTS: $200.00
TOTAL: $2,788.35
EXPENDITURES:
JEANINE TUCKER $150.00
JAMES NEALEY $65.00
JOHN BURGESS $55.00
ALISMARIE PARSLOE $55.00
JANE STRAUSS $55.00
RICK PIERSON $55.00
DEE REID $55.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $490.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $2,298.35
ROADS & BRIDGES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD $264,441.79
RECEIPTS:
APPROPRIATION: $125,000.00
NVC REIMBURSEMENT - CATCH BASINS $2,281.25
CULVERTS REIMBURSEMENT $559.00
TOTAL: $392,282.04
EXPENDITURES:  
AMON MORSE III - SALARIES $9,617.41
AMON MORSE III - EQUIPMENT $2,704.31
MISC. SALARIES $774.55
F.C. WORK & SONS $52,283.80
MARRINERS, INC. $171,725.40
WHITE SIGN $450.04
VIKING, INC. $3,616.48
DANIEL SMALL $460.00
TOTAL PROPERTY CARE $760.00
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OFFICE OPERATIONS:
RECEIPTS:
COPY SALES $103.80
NVC FOR TAX COLLECTION/EXPENSES $1,386.94
REIMBURSEMENTS $44.50
TAX BILLING POSTAGE REIMBURSEMENT $177.32
APPROPRIATION: $30,500.00
TOTAL: $32,212.56
EXPENDITURES:
FILING FEES - WCRD $3,421.00
MEETINGS, ELECTIONS & NOTICES $1,621.50
POSTAGE $2,434.34
SUPPLIES $3,192.09
PETER SIMPSON $48.50
BOOKS $898.00
COMPUTERS $1,379.89
PURDY, POWERS & COMPANY $7,800.00
WEBSITE $299.97
MMA $2,191.00
DUES $185.00
CLASSES/TRAINING $375.00
TRAVEL $760.78
BALANCE COMMUNICATIONS $270.00
TRIO SOFTWARE CORP. $3,716.43
HYGRADE BUSINESS  GROUP $1,558.50
MCINTIRE BUSINESS PRODUCTS $1,969.79
KINNEY OFFICE - COPIER CONTRACT $1,191.11
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $33,312.90
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: ($1,100.34)
TRANSFER FROM TAX INTEREST & CHARGES: $20,074.80
ADJUSTED BALANCE: $18,974.46
OVERLAY:
APPROPRIATION: $55,539.57
2012 TAX ABATEMENTS $3,884.15
2011 TAX ABATEMENTS $480.93
2010 TAX ABATEMENTS $1,139.20
TOTAL ABATEMENTS: $5,504.28
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $50,035.29
PAYROLL TAXES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,671.60
APPROPRIATION: $23,500.00
TOTAL: $25,171.60
EXPENDITURES:
SOCIAL SECURITY/MEDICARE  
      - TOWN PORTION $13,404.99
DEPT. OF LABOR - UNEMPLOYMENT $1,704.97
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $15,109.96
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $10,061.64
PLANNING BOARD:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,588.35
APPROPRIATION: $1,000.00
RECEIPTS: $200.00
TOTAL: $2,788.35
EXPENDITURES:
JEANINE TUCKER $150.00
JAMES NEALEY $65.00
JOHN BURGESS $55.00
ALISMARIE PARSLOE $55.00
JANE STRAUSS $55.00
RICK PIERSON $55.00
DEE REID $55.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $490.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $2,298.35
ROADS & BRIDGES:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD $264,441.79
RECEIPTS:
APPROPRIATION: $125,000.00
NVC REIMBURSEMENT - CATCH BASINS $2,281.25
CULVERTS REIMBURSEMENT $559.00
TOTAL: $392,282.04
EXPENDITURES:  
AMON MORSE III - SALARIES $9,617.41
AMON MORSE III - EQUIPMENT $2,704.31
MISC. SALARIES $774.55
F.C. WORK & SONS $52,283.80
MARRINERS, INC. $171,725.40
WHITE SIGN $450.04
VIKING, INC. $3,616.48
DANIEL SMALL $460.00
TOTAL PROPERTY CARE $760.00
44 Town of Northport, Maine
DAVID PETTEE, INC. $1,850.00
DANA KENNEDY $3,980.00
E.C. BARRY, INC. $9,105.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES:  $257,326.99
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $134,955.05
TRANSFERRED FROM AUTO EXCISE: $157,381.86
TRANSFERRED FROM LOCAL ROAD ASSISTANCE - URIP $31,608.00
ADJUSTED BALANCE $292,336.91
SAND/SALT SHED CONSTRUCTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $13,197.08
EXPENDITURES:
WHITE SIGN $104.25
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $104.25
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $13,092.83
SAND/SALT SHED LOAN:
APPROPRIATION: $34,055.88
EXPENDITURES:
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK $25,541.91
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $25,541.91
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31,2013: $8,513.97
SEPTAGE CONTRACT:
APPROPRIATION: $4,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
MOORE'S SEPTIC $4,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $4,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
SNOW REMOVAL/SANDING:
APPROPRIATIONS: $200,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
MOPA - CONTRACT $104,400.00
PELLETIER & DAUGHTERS  - CONTRACT $10,890.00
PELLETIER & DAUGHTERS - MOVE SNOWBANKS $980.00
HARCROS CHEMICALS $20,090.80
F.C. WORK & SONS, INC. $9,800.00
UTILITIES $397.97
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $146,558.77
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $53,441.23
NORTHPORT SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
APPROPRIATION: $5,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED $2,500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $2,500.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $2,500.00
SOCIAL SERVICES:
APPROPRIATION: $7,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
W.C.C.A.P. $4,000.00
NORTHPORT FOOD PANTRY $2,500.00
SPECTRUM GENERATIONS $500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $7,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
BELFAST FREE LIBRARY:
APPROPRIATION: $3,500.00
EXPENDITURES:
BELFAST FREE LIBRARY: $3,500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $3,500.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
TOWN HALL OPERATIONS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,793.53
APPROPRIATION: $22,000.00
REIMBURSEMENT: $0.14
TOTAL: $23,793.67
EXPENDITURES:
ROBIN COOMBS - CLEANING $2,000.00
CENTRAL MAINE POWER $1,847.99
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS $1,542.24
MAINE ENERGY NORTHPORT $2,136.04
NORLENS WATER TREATMENT $471.68
HANNAFORD $26.36
WENTWORTHS GROCERTY $486.95
PROTECH SECURITY -  MONITORING $264.00
SARGENT LOCK & SAFE $13.00
RAY'S LOCKSMITH $160.00
MOORE'S SEPTIC SERVICE $195.00
FIRESAFE EQUIPMENT $44.00
EBS $17.99
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DAVID PETTEE, INC. $1,850.00
DANA KENNEDY $3,980.00
E.C. BARRY, INC. $9,105.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES:  $257,326.99
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $134,955.05
TRANSFERRED FROM AUTO EXCISE: $157,381.86
TRANSFERRED FROM LOCAL ROAD ASSISTANCE - URIP $31,608.00
ADJUSTED BALANCE $292,336.91
SAND/SALT SHED CONSTRUCTION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $13,197.08
EXPENDITURES:
WHITE SIGN $104.25
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $104.25
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $13,092.83
SAND/SALT SHED LOAN:
APPROPRIATION: $34,055.88
EXPENDITURES:
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK $25,541.91
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $25,541.91
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31,2013: $8,513.97
SEPTAGE CONTRACT:
APPROPRIATION: $4,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
MOORE'S SEPTIC $4,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $4,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
SNOW REMOVAL/SANDING:
APPROPRIATIONS: $200,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
MOPA - CONTRACT $104,400.00
PELLETIER & DAUGHTERS  - CONTRACT $10,890.00
PELLETIER & DAUGHTERS - MOVE SNOWBANKS $980.00
HARCROS CHEMICALS $20,090.80
F.C. WORK & SONS, INC. $9,800.00
UTILITIES $397.97
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $146,558.77
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $53,441.23
NORTHPORT SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
APPROPRIATION: $5,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED $2,500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $2,500.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $2,500.00
SOCIAL SERVICES:
APPROPRIATION: $7,000.00
EXPENDITURES:
W.C.C.A.P. $4,000.00
NORTHPORT FOOD PANTRY $2,500.00
SPECTRUM GENERATIONS $500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $7,000.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
BELFAST FREE LIBRARY:
APPROPRIATION: $3,500.00
EXPENDITURES:
BELFAST FREE LIBRARY: $3,500.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $3,500.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
TOWN HALL OPERATIONS:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $1,793.53
APPROPRIATION: $22,000.00
REIMBURSEMENT: $0.14
TOTAL: $23,793.67
EXPENDITURES:
ROBIN COOMBS - CLEANING $2,000.00
CENTRAL MAINE POWER $1,847.99
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS $1,542.24
MAINE ENERGY NORTHPORT $2,136.04
NORLENS WATER TREATMENT $471.68
HANNAFORD $26.36
WENTWORTHS GROCERTY $486.95
PROTECH SECURITY -  MONITORING $264.00
SARGENT LOCK & SAFE $13.00
RAY'S LOCKSMITH $160.00
MOORE'S SEPTIC SERVICE $195.00
FIRESAFE EQUIPMENT $44.00
EBS $17.99
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BILL'S BURNER SERVICE $176.95
B&R ELECTRIC $272.48
MISC. SUPPLIES $5.04
BARB'S LANDSCAPING $1,955.00
OFFICE CONSTRUCTION $6,068.72
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $17,683.44
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $6,110.23
TRANSFER STATION:
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $69,666.78
APPROPRIATION: $35,000.00
RECYCLING REIMBURSEMENT $1,608.80
UNIVERSAL WASTE RECYCLERS $89.52
TOTAL $106,365.10
EXPENDITURES:
TIMOTHY PATTEN $12,433.50
JESSE WHITING $9,738.00
DREXEL BAILEY $1,119.87
PINE TREE WASTE $27,477.00
D.M.&J. ENTERPRISES $12,391.70
AAA PORTABLE TOILETS $900.00
VERIZON $210.36
ROCKY ROAD ROOFING $2,800.00
J A BLACK $906.68
WHITE SIGN $22.97
DEP $399.00
PEABODY'S LANDSCAPING $180.00
DREXEL BAILEY $190.00
MIKE ALLEY EARTHWORKS $715.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $69,484.08
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $36,881.02
TRANSFER FROM TRANS. STA. REC. - STICKER SALE: $29,984.51
TRANSFER FROM TRANS. STA. REC. - DEBRIS: $6,885.50
ADJUSTED BALANCE: $73,751.03
WYMAN NEEDY FUND
RECEIPTS:
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK - WYMAN NEEDY FUND $200.00
EXPENDITURES:
WENTWORTHS GROCERY - GIFT CARDS $200.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $200.00
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $0.00
WYMAN PARK MAINTENANCE FUND:
RECEIPTS:
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK - WYMAN PARK FUND $400.00
EXPENDITURES:
TIM PATTEN $400.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $400.00
BALANCE: $0.00
TOTAL WARRANTS: $3,596,368.56
 
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE:
BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD: $975,891.54
TAX PRINTING ADJUSTMENT $0.11
USED TO REDUCE THE TAX COMMITMENT ($250,000.00)
BALANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2013: $725,891.65
Notice:  This report covers the period July 1, 2012 to March 31, 2013.
Since the tax year does not end until June 30, 2013, there will be
additional expenditures from these accounts.  A final report will be
available at the town office after the tax year closes on June 30, 2013.
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TOWN OF NORTHPORT
TRIAL BALANCE SHEET
AS OF MARCH 31, 2013
ASSETS:
CASH - CHECKING - BANGOR SAVINGS BANK $681,484.20
CASH - SAVINGS - MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK $252,668.77
CASH - ICS - MACHIAS SAVINGS BANK $1,058,554.95
CASH - CHANGE - OFFICE $200.00
CASH - PETTY CASH $100.00
2012 TAXES RECEIVABLE $297,691.64
2011 TAX LIENS $79,178.48
2010 TAX LIENS $23,348.98
2009 TAX LIENS $9,701.72
2008 TAX LIENS $1,020.96
2007 TAX LIENS $133.92
2006 TAX LIENS $130.68
2005 TAX LIENS $125.28
TAX ACQUIRED PROPERTY $240.00
     TOTAL ASSETS: $2,404,579.58
LIABILITIES:
ACCTS. PAY. - LICENSES AND REGISTRATIONS $3,864.28
ACCTS. PAY. - PLUMBING PERMITS - STATE $237.80
ACCTS. PAY. - TAXES DUE TO NVC $14.11
PAYROLL TAXES PAYABLE  $3,509.88
2013 PREPAID TAXES $627.11
DEFERRED TAX REVENUE $226,000.00
     TOTAL LIABILITIES: $234,253.18
FUND BALANCE:
UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE  $725,891.65
INCOME ACCOUNTS:
TAX INTEREST & COSTS $20,074.80
INTEREST INCOME $4,138.36
CHECKING ACCOUNT SERVICE CHARGES -$798.33
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES $2,084.21
MISCELLANEOUS INCOME $12,910.10
AUTO EXCISE  $157,381.86
BOAT EXCISE $797.40
BUILDING PERMITS  $2,046.88
PLUMBING PERMITS - TOWN $2,242.50
SPECIAL AMUSEMENT PERMITS $25.00
VITAL RECORDS - MARRIAGE, BIRTH, DEATH $773.40
TOWN AGENT FEE $4,905.50
CEMETERY LOTS SOLD $1,300.00
CEMETERY - PERPETUAL CARE $1,300.00
E911 SIGNS -$5.75
TRANSFER STATION RECEIPTS - STICKERS $29,984.51
TRANSFER STATION RECEIPTS - DEBRIS $6,885.50
MOORING PERMITS AND APPLICATIONS  $200.00
NORTHPORT NEEDY FAMILIES $630.10
NORTHPORT WARM NEIGHBORS FUND $3,300.00
     TOTAL INCOME ACCOUNTS: $250,176.04
STATE REVENUES & DEFERRED REVENUES:
GENERAL ASSISTANCE $1,130.90
LOCAL ROAD ASSISTANCE - URIP $31,608.00
MISC. STATE REVENUES $7,500.00
MUNICIPAL REVENUE SHARING -$33,031.21
SNOWMOBILE REIMBURSEMENT $139.02
TREE GROWTH REIMBURSEMENT $1,223.41
VETERANS REIMBURSEMENT $1,035.00
HOMESTEAD PROP. TAX EXEMPTION -$5,902.58
BETE REIMBURSEMENT $232.37
NATURE CONSERVANCY $325.00
     TOTAL STATE REVENUE AND DEFERRED REVENUE: $4,259.91
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EXPENDITURES/APPROPRIATIONS:
ADMINISTRATION $36,330.89
ANIMAL CONTROL $9,090.74
ASSESSING $5,600.05
CEMETERIES $9,300.77
CEMETERY DEVELOPMENT $7,713.50
CODE ENFORECEMENT OFFICER $17,251.66
CONTINGENCY FUND $10,000.00
EDUCATION $669,970.17
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT $500.00
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS $6,847.33
FIRST RESPONSE MEDICAL TEAM - OPERATING $7,210.21
FIRST RESPONSE MEDICAL TEAM - EQUIPMENT $19,465.70
GENERAL ASSISTANCE  $7,810.93
HARBOR FUND $23,355.38
INSURANCE $8,842.58
LEGAL $6,823.28
N.V.F.D. $14,621.34
N.V.F.D. - CHIEF'S PAY $12,475.00
OFFICE OPERATIONS -$1,100.34
OVERLAY $50,035.29
PAYROLL TAXES EXPENSE $10,061.64
PLANNING BOARD $2,298.35
ROADS AND BRIDGES $134,955.05
SAND/SALT SHED CONSTRUCTION $13,092.83
SAND/SALT SHED LOAN $8,513.97
SNOW REMOVAL/SANDING $53,441.23
SCHOLARSHIP FUND $2,500.00
TOWN HALL OPERATIONS $6,110.23
TRANSFER STATION $36,881.02
     TOTAL EXPENDITURES & APPROPRIATIONS: $1,189,998.80
TOWN OF NORTHPORT
AS OF MARCH 31, 2013
FIDUCIARY TYPE TRUST FUNDS
CHRISTMAS CHARITY FUND:
RESERVED FUNDS $2,500.00
DESIGNATED FUNDS $54.80
          TOTAL $2,554.80
WYMAN NEEDY FUND:
RESERVED FUNDS $5,000.00
DESIGNATED FUNDS $489.68
          TOTAL $5,489.68
CEMETERY FUNDS:
EQUITIES: $8,274.84
STATEMENT SAVINGS:
RESERVED & DESIGNATED FUNDS $7,700.15
          TOTAL $15,974.99
SPECIAL RESERVE FUNDS
FIRE TRUCK REPLACEMENT $133,514.27
FIRE WATCH FUND $799.48
MARINE RESERVE FUND $51,334.91
SAND/SALT SHED FUND $2,716.68
TOWN WHARF FUND $2,429.64
WYMAN PARK FUND $3,674.99
          TOTAL $194,469.97
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FIXED ASSETS
LAND $129,903.00
BUILDINGS $305,500.00
SAND/SALT SHED $287,948.25
EQUIPMENT $81,450.00
VEHICLES:
     FIRE TRUCK/VEHICLES IN SERVICE $444,293.00
INFRASTRUCTURE $2,732,504.24
          TOTAL FIXED ASSETS $3,981,598.49
LESS ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION ($909,114.11)
NET FIXED ASSETS $3,072,484.38
LONG TERM DEBT
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK -
     LOAN FOR SAND SALT SHED $128,902.00
     AS OF JUNE 30, 2013
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OFFICIAL WARRANT FOR THE TOWN OF NORTHPORT
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING 
To be held on June 1, 2013 and June 3, 2013
To: Jeanine Tucker, Town Clerk of the Town of Northport in the County of Waldo, State of 
Maine.
GREETINGS:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of 
the Town of Northport in said County and State, qualified by law to vote in Town affairs to 
appear at the Northport Town Hall on Saturday, June 1, 2013 at 8:00a.m., then and there to act 
upon Articles 1 and 2, 
AND
To notify and warn said voters to meet at the Blue Goose Center on Monday, June 3, 2013 7p.m. 
there and then to act upon Articles 1; then 3 through 28 inclusive.
Article 1. To Choose a Moderator to preside at said Town Meeting.
Article 2. To elect by secret ballot:
A. One (1) Selectman, Assessor and Overseer of the Poor for a three (3) year term.
B. One (1) Regional School Unit 20 Board Member for a three (3) year term.  
C. One (1) Road Commissioner for a two (2) year term. 
Article 3. To see what amount of money the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to pay the 
Selectman/Assessors for the ensuing year. (Current salary – Selectmen $3,500.00– Selectman 
Chair $4,000.00) Selectmen recommend no change.
Article 4.To choose Assessors for the ensuing year.
Article 5.To choose one or more Overseers of the Poor and establish pay for the same.
Article 6.To see what amount of money the Town will vote to pay the Road Commissioner, 
Road Workers, Trucks and Equipment for the ensuing year.  (Selectmen recommend State Rates 
plus 10% for routine road maintenance. Major road reconstruction to follow the competitive bid 
process.)
Article 7.To see what amount of money the Town will vote to pay members of the Planning 
Board.  (Current pay $27.50 for each member per meeting attended; and $32.50 for the Chairman 
for each meeting attended.) Selectmen recommend no change.
Article 8.To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,000.00 for the Northport 
Scholarship Fund for second semester Northport college freshmen.
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Article 9.To see what amount of money the Town will vote to raise, appropriate, carry forward
and expend for the following accounts. Selectmen recommend the following:
Department                        Raise            Estimated            Estimated                     Total  
From               Carry          Revenue               Appropriation*   
Taxes       Forward                            
         $836,293.11    $409,613.50           $345,744.00                $1,591,650.61 
       *based on estimated amounts.   
Article 10.To see if the Town will vote to authorize the transfer of unexpended funds from the 
Northport Volunteer Fire Dept. 2012 operating budget as of 6/30/2013 to the Fire Truck 
Replacement Special Reserve Account.
A) Administration $153,408.20 N/A N/A $153,408.20 
B) Ambulance $11729.03 N/A N/A $11,729.03 
C)  Animal Control $1,000.00 $7,500.00 $1,000.00(Dog Licenses) $9,500.00 
D) Assessing Contract $19,900.00 N/A N/A $19,900.00 
E) Belfast Free  Library $3,500.00 N/A N/A $3,500.00 
F) Cemetery Maint. $3,500.00 $5,000.00 N/A $8,500.00 
G) Cemetery   Development $2,000.00 $7,713.50 N/A $9,713.50 
H) Code Enforcement Office 
           
$22,000.00 N/A $2,000.00 
(from Building Permits) 
$24,000.00 
I) Contingency Fund $10,000.00 N/A N/A $10,000.00 
J) Emergency Management                            $2,000.00 N/A N/A $2,000.00 
K) Employee Benefits $24,000.00  N/A N/A $24,000.00 
L) First Responders  
                                 Equipment  
$5,000.00 N/A N/A $5,000.00 
M)First Responders   
                                Operating                   
$9,400.00 N/A N/A $9,400.00 
N) General Assistance $0.00 $8,000.00 $4,000.00 (from 50% 
     State reimbursement)           
$12,000.00 
O) Harbor Fund $0.00 $22,000.00 $3,600.00(Boat Excise) $25,600.00 
P) Insurance $14,000.00 $8,000.00 N/A $22,000.00 
Q) Legal $20,000.00 N/A N/A $20,000.00 
R) Northport Vol. Fire Dept.            $39,000.00 N/A N/A $39,000.00 
S) NVFD Chief Stipend $20,800.00 N/A N/A $20,800.00 
T) NVFD Truck Replacement         $20,000.00 N/A N/A $20,000.00 
U) Office Operations $30,000.00 N/A $28,000.00 (from Tax 
          Interest & Charges) 
$58,000.00 
V) Payroll Taxes $23,500.00 N/A N/A $23,500.00 
W) Planning Board $1,000.00 $1,400.00 N/A $2,400.00 
X) Roads & Bridges $125,000.00 $300,000.00 $220,000.00  
(from Auto Excise) 
$42,144.00  
(from State U.R.I.P.) 
$687,144.00 
Y) Sand/Salt Shed Loan               $34,055.88 N/A N/A $34,055.88 
Z) Septage Contract $4,000.00 N/A N/A $4,000.00 
AA) Snow Removal & 
Sanding         
 
$180,000.00 
 
N/A 
 
N/A 
 
$180,000.00 
BB) Social Services $7,000.00 N/A N/A $7,000.00 
CC) Street Lights $1,500.00 N/A N/A $1,500.00 
DD) Town Hall  Operations        $18,500.00 N/A N/A $18,500.00 
EE) Transfer Station $30,000.00 $50,000.00 $45,000.00(from Sticker  
        Sales & Debris Fees) 
$125,000.00 
FF) Wyman Park $500.00 N/A N/A $500.00 
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Article 11.To see if the Town will vote to authorize the transfer of unexpended funds from the 
Northport First Responders 2012 operating and equipment budget as of 6/30/2013 to the First 
Responders Equipment Special Reserve Account.
Article 12.To see if the Town will vote to authorize the transfer of Mooring Fees collected as of 
6/30/2013 to the Marine Reserve Fund.
Article 13.To see if the Town will vote to authorize the transfer of unexpended funds from the 
Salt/Sand Shed Construction account as of 6/30/2013 to the Salt/Sand Shed Special Reserve 
Account.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the sale of cemetery lots with 50% of the 
revenue to be placed in the Cemetery Capital Reserve Account and 50% to be placed in the 
Cemetery Perpetual Care Trust Account.
Article 15.To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to expend such monies deemed 
necessary from the following Reserve Funds, or to take any action relative to the same. 
Cemetery Capital Account
Fire Truck Replacement Account
Fire Watch Fund
First Responders Equipment Fund
Marine Reserve Fund
Town Wharf Fund
Sand/Salt Shed Fund
Wyman Park Fund
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to carry forward the balances of the following accounts 
as of 6/30/2013 and allow expenditures of the same: 
Nature Conservancy
Northport Needy Families
Northport Warm Neighbors Fund
Snowmobile Reimbursement Fund
Article 17.To see if the Town will vote to use $200,000.00 from the Undesignated Fund Balance 
to reduce the 2013/2014 tax commitment. 
Article 18.To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen, on behalf of the Town, to 
dispose of Real Estate acquired by the Town for non-payment of Taxes thereon, on such terms as 
they deem advisable and to execute Quit Claim Deeds on same.
Article 19.To see if the Town will vote to fix a rate of interest on taxes delinquent after 
September 30, 2013 and March 1, 2014. (Selectmen recommend State authorized rate of 7%)
Article 20.To see if the Town will set a rate of interest for refunded taxes due to over 
assessments.  (Selectmen recommend rate of 7%)
Article 21.To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend overlay money to 
pay tax abatements and applicable interest granted during the fiscal year. 
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Article 22.To see if the Town will vote to authorize the tax collector to accept prepayments of 
taxes not yet committed pursuant to 36 M.R.S.A. §506. 
Article 23.To see if the Town will vote to enter into an Alewife Harvesting Program, with or 
without the Town of Lincolnville, for the 2013-2014 season.
Article 24.To see if the Town will vote to accept the following grants and revenue from the State 
of Maine and allow the Selectmen to use them as they deem necessary.
State Revenue Sharing $  Unknown
Veterans $ 1,035.00
Snowmobile Registrations $ 139.02
Local Road Assistance $ 42,144.00
General Assistance $  Unknown
Civil Emergency Funds $  Unknown
Land Grants $  Unknown
Tree Growth $ 1,223.41
All Other Funds Available $ Unknown
All dollar amounts are estimates.
Article 25.To see if the Town will vote to give the Northport Ridge Riders (a snowmobile club) 
funds that the State of Maine returns to the Town from snowmobile registrations, to be used to 
maintain snowmobile trails in Northport.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate funds for the Northport Village 
Corporation an amount of $25,000.00
Article 27.To see if the Town will vote to allow the Selectmen to accept and expend educational 
and other grants and donations for the reason specified in the grant or donation.
Article 28.To see of the Town will authorize the Selectmen to dispose of Town owned assets
with a value of $3,000.00 or less under such terms and conditions as they deem advisable. 
Article 29.Shall the Town enact the revised Administrative Ordinance of the Town of 
Northport?
Article 30.To see if the Town will vote to increase the property tax levy limit of 
$1,054,020.83 established for the Town of Northport by State law, in the event that the 
municipal budget approved under the preceding articles will result in a tax commitment that is 
greater than that property tax levy limit. (Written ballot required by statute.)
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The polls will be open for voting Saturday June 1, 2013 at Town Hall on Articles 1 and 2 
from 8:00a.m. - 8:00p.m., at which time the meeting will be adjourned; the adjourned 
meeting to be reopened at the Blue Goose Center on Monday, June 3, 2013 at 7:00p.m.,
then and there to act upon Article 1 and the remaining articles in the Warrant.
IF YOU ARE NOT A REGISTERED VOTER IN NORTHPORT, YOU MAY NOT VOTE 
AT THE TOWN MEETING.
The Registrar of Voters will be available at the polls from 8:00a.m. - 8:00p.m. Saturday June 1,
2013 at Town Hall and 6:30 p.m. - 7:00p.m. at the Blue Goose Center on Monday, June 3, 2013.
Given under our hands in Northport, Maine on May 6, 2013.
s/Paul Rooney 
Paul Rooney, Chairman
s/Denise Lindahl 
Denise Lindahl ATTEST, A True Copy
s/Drexell White              s/Jeanine Tucker 
Drexell White                                                                       Jeanine Tucker, Town Clerk 
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